Introduction
This instruction manual describes how to use NC Configurator2. Incorrect handling may lead to unforeseen
accidents, so make sure to read this instruction manual thoroughly before operation to ensure correct usage.
NC Configurator2 supports the following NC series.
Written as in this manual

Appropriate NC

M8V, M8V Series

M800VW/M800VS/M80VW/M80V Series

M8, M8 series

M800W/M800S/M80W/M80 series

E80, E80 Series

E80 series

C80, C80 Series

C80 Series

M7, M7 series

M700V/M700/M70V/M70 series

E70, E70 series

E70 series

C70, C70 Series

C70 Series

M60/M60S series

M60/M60S series and E60/E68

Screens under development are included in this manual. So the screens used in this manual might differ slightly
from the actual screens.

Notes on Reading This Manual
(1)

This manual describes as many special operations as possible, but it should be kept in mind that operations
not mentioned in this manual cannot be performed.
(2) For the specifications of individual machine tools, refer to the manuals issued by the respective machine tool
builders. The "restrictions" and "available functions" described by the machine tool builders have precedence
over this manual.

Precautions for Safety
Always read the specifications issued by the machine tool builder, this manual, related manuals and attached
documents before installation, operation, programming, maintenance or inspection to ensure correct use.
Understand this numerical controller, safety items and cautions before using the unit.
This manual ranks the safety precautions into "DANGER", "WARNING" and "CAUTION".

DANGER
WARNING
CAUTION

When the user may be subject to imminent fatalities or major injuries if handling is
mistaken.
When the user may be subject to fatalities or major injuries if handling is mistaken.
When the user may be subject to injuries or when physical damage may occur if handling
is mistaken.

Note that even items ranked as "
CAUTION", may lead to major results depending on the situation. In any case,
important information that must always be observed is described.
The following signs indicate prohibition and compulsory.
This sign indicates prohibited behavior (must not do).
For example,

indicates "Keep fire away".

This sign indicates a thing that is compulsory (must do).
For example,

indicates "it must be grounded".

The meaning of each pictorial sign is as follows.

CAUTION

CAUTION
rotated object

CAUTION
HOT

Danger
Electric shock risk

Danger
explosive

Prohibited

Disassembly is
prohibited

KEEP FIRE AWAY

General instruction

Earth ground

DANGER
Not applicable in this manual.

WARNING
Not applicable in this manual.

CAUTION
1. Items related to operation
Items not described in this manual must be interpreted as "not possible".
This manual is written on the assumption that all functions are added.
Some screens and functions may differ depending on the NC system (or its version), and some functions
may not be possible.
Incorrect parameter settings may cause unforeseen machine operations.
To change parameters, fully confirm the meaning of the parameters.
Do not connect NC system to the Internet-connected network.
To maintain the safety of the NC system against unauthorized access from external devices via the
network, take appropriate measures.

Trademarks
MELDAS, MELSEC, EZSocket, EZMotion, iQ Platform, MELSOFT, GOT, CC-Link, CC-Link/LT and CC-Link
IE are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation in Japan and/or other
countries.

Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
Microsoft® and Windows® are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States and/or other countries.
CompactFlash and CF are either trademarks or registered trademarks of SanDisk Corporation in the United
States and/or other countries.
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and/or other countries.
Intel® and Pentium® are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States
and/or other countries.

Other company and product names that appear in this manual are trademarks or registered trademarks of the
respective companies.
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1.1 Outline of NC Configurator2
NC Configurator2 achieves the following functions for the multiple NCs connected to the network, or a file in the IC card
or the local disk. Data from up to 8 machines can be handled at a time.
(1) NC Data

:

Transmit, display, edit and control the data related to the NC machine and parameters
for NC control module side, and transmit, display the machining programs, tools and
work.

(2) Function parameter

:

Support Parameter settings for individual NC function for the users.

(3) RS232C communication :
function

Offer various functions using the tape mode and serial communication.

1.2 Outline of Functions
Limited function version
M8V/
M8/
E80

C80

M7/
E70

C70

1 Parameter setting/Operation screen

○

○

○

2 Parameter search (Parameter No./Keyword search)

○

○

○

3 Help

○

○

4 Parameter modification history

○

No.

Function

Input/output

5 Parameter

Comparison (online)
Comparison (offline)
Synchronization (online)
Input

NC data
Output
6 (machining program/
common variables, etc.) Edit (Machining program)
Edit (Common variables, etc.)

7 Tape mode/Computer link B
8 Print
9

Display language
(English/Chinese (Simplified Chinese)/Japanese)

Full function version

M60/
M60S

M8V/
M8/
E80

C80

M7/
E70

C70

M60/
M60S

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

○
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

○

-

-

○

-

○

○

○

○

○
-

○

○

○

○

○
-

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
-

○
-

○

○
-

-

-

○
-

-

-

○

-

-

-

10 Setup wizard (initial parameter setting)

-

-

-

-

-

11 Parameter conversion (M60/M60S -> M7/E70)

-

-

-

-

-

○
-

-

-

-

-

○

-

-

-

○
-

High-speed high-accuracy
adjustment

-

-

-

-

-

○

○

○ (*1)

-

-

Machining condition
selection I

-

-

-

-

-

○

○

○ (*1)

-

-

○

○

○

○
-

-

-

○

12 Parameter import (M7/E70 -> M8V/M8/E80)
13 Parameter import (C70 -> C80)

14 Function parameter

15 Adjustment function

Soft limit

-

-

-

-

-

Thread cutting

-

-

-

-

-

Roundness adjustment

-

-

-

-

-

○
-

○
-

○
-

High-speed high-accuracy
adjustment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

○

Servo Adjustment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

○

(*1)Not available for E70.
Inputting the product ID is required for the full function version.
Function limited version can only set user parameter.
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1.3 Applicable Models and Versions
The CNC models and the version of the parameter and help guidance which can use this software are as follows.

1.3.1 Parameter
The CNC models and applicable version of the parameter are as follows.
CNC
NC Configurator2

M800V/
M80V

M80/E80

M800

BND-1221W000-B0

-

A0

BND-1221W000-B1

A1

A1

BND-1221W000-B2

A2

A2

K7

FG

K7

FG

BND-1221W000-B3

B1

B1

L0

FH

L0

FH

C1

C1

L2

C3

C3

E0

E0

F1

F1

BND-1221W000-B4

-

BND-1221W000-B5
BND-1221W000-B6
BND-1221W000-B7
BND-1221W000-B8

A1

M70V/E70

M70

M700V

M700

K2

FF

K2

FF

L2
FJ

L4

L4

C80

M60

D9
-

A0
FJ

C70

DE
DG

CF

A1
B2

DH

B7

1.3.2 Help Guidance
(1) Japanese
CNC
NC Configurator2

M800V/
M80V

BND-1221W000-B0

A0

BND-1221W000-B2
BND-1221W000-B3

-

BND-1221W000-B5
BND-1221W000-B6
BND-1221W000-B7
BND-1221W000-B8

M800

M70V/E70

M70

M700V

M700

A0

J1

FC

J1

FC

C80

C70

M60

-

BND-1221W000-B1

BND-1221W000-B4

M80/E80

A1

-

A4

A4

B2

B2

C1

C1

D1

D1

B0

F1

F1

B7

D4

CF

A4(M8)
K1

K1

K1

K1

A1

DD

(2) English
CNC
NC Configurator2

M800V/
M80V

BND-1221W000-B0

A0

BND-1221W000-B2
BND-1221W000-B4

-

BND-1221W000-B5
BND-1221W000-B6
BND-1221W000-B7
BND-1221W000-B8

M800

M70V/E70

M70

M700V

M700

A0

J1

FC

J1

FC

C80

C70

M60

-

BND-1221W000-B1
BND-1221W000-B3

M80/E80

A1

-

A4

A4

B2

B2

C1

C1

D1

D1

B0

F1

F1

B7

D4

-

A4(M8)
K1

3

K1

K1

K1

A1

DD
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(3) Chinese (Simplified Chinese)
CNC
NC Configurator2

M800V/
M80V

BND-1221W000-B0

M800

M70V/E70

M70

M700V

M700

K1(M7)

J1

FC

J1

FC

C80

C70

M60

D4

CF

-

BND-1221W000-B1

K1(M7)

BND-1221W000-B2
BND-1221W000-B3

-

BND-1221W000-B4
BND-1221W000-B5
BND-1221W000-B6
BND-1221W000-B7
BND-1221W000-B8

M80/E80

F1(M8)

A1

A1

A4

A4

B2

B2

D1

D1

F1

F1

K1

K1

K1

K1

-

A4(M8)

B0

1.4 System Requirements
System requirements for NC Configurator2 is shown below.
Item

Description

OS

Windows 8.1
(32 bit version)

Windows 8.1
(64bit version)

Windows 10
(32 bit version)

Windows 10
(64bit version)

CPU

1GHz or more

Memory

1GB or more

1GHz or more

1GHz or more

1GHz or more

2GB or more

1GB or more

2GB or more

Hard disk spare
capacity

1GB or more recommended

Screen

Resolution: XGA (1024x768) or better

Interface

RS232C, RJ45 (Ethernet), USB

(Note) WOW64 (structure that operates 32 bit application by 64bit version OS) is used for 64bit version OS.
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2.1 Preparation for PC Side
Item

Description

NC Configurator2

Install NC Configurator2.

LAN cable

When connecting NC (M8V Series, M8 series, E80, C80, M7/E70 series and C70) with Ethernet
connection, connect PC and NC with a LAN cable.

USB cable

When connecting NC (C70) with USB connection, connect PC and GOT (or PLC CPU) with a USB
cable.
USB driver (GT Designer, add-on to GX Developer) appropriate for the connection configuration is
required for USB cable connection.

RS232C cable

When connecting NC (M7/E70 series and M60/M60S series) with serial connection, connect PC and
NC with a RS232C cable.

2.2 Installation Procedure
2.2.1 First Time Installation Procedure
(1) Double-click on NCC2.exe.
(Note 1) Stop antivirus software from running before installing NC Configurator2.
(Note 2) You need to have administrator rights to install NC Configurator2.
If the user account control function of Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 is valid, the confirmation screen appears
(as shown below). Allow execution of NCC2.exe to start installation.

(2) Language selection screen will appear.
Select the display language at the installation, and press "Next".

IB-1501046-L
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(3)

Setup screen will be displayed.
Press "Next".

(4)

"License Agreement" will be displayed.
Read the license agreement carefully. You must accept all the terms of the license agreement for the installation to
continue. Press [Yes] to agree.

(5)

"Customer Information" screen will be displayed.
Enter user name and company name, and then press [Next].

7
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(6) "Input ProductID" screen will be displayed.
If selecting NC Configurator2 full function version, enter the product ID and press [Next].
If selecting NC Configurator2 limited function version, press [Next] without entering the product ID.

(7) Install destination selection screen will be displayed.
Press "Change..." to select the installation destination if you change the installation destination.
Press [Next] after setting the installation destination.

(8) Installation preparation screen will be displayed.
Press [Install]. Setup starts.

IB-1501046-L
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(9)

Installation complete screen will be displayed.
Press [Finish] to complete the installation.
When [To create a shortcut on your desktop (D)] is checked, the shortcut of NC Configurator2 is created on the
desktop after the installation is completed.

A menu [All programs]-[MELSOFT]-[NC Configurator2] will be created in Windows [Start] menu.
(10) Points of confirmation when installing NC Configurator2 to Windows 8.1 or Windows 10
To install NC Configurator2 to Windows 8.1 or Windows 10,".NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0 and 3.0)"
should be enabled on the PC.
When ".NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0 and 3.0)" is disabled, an error dialog appears and the installation is
interrupted.
If the installation is interrupted, enable ".NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0 and 3.0)" referring to the following
procedure and install NC Configurator2 again.
Installation with an internet connection:
(a) Confirm that the PC is ready to connect to the Internet.
(b) Select [All programs] - [Turn Windows features on or off] from the Control Panel.
(c) Check [.NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0 and 3.0)] check box and click [OK] with the "Turn Windows
features on or off" screen.
(d) Select [Download files from Windows Update].
Installation with a DVD media for Windows® 8.1, or Windows® 10:
(a) Insert a DVD for Windows® 8.1, or Windows® 10 to the DVD drive.
*
Contact the manufacturer of the personal computer if you do not have a DVD media for Windows® 8.1, or
Windows® 10.
(b) Select [Open command prompt as administrator] from Explore.
(c) Execute the following command at Command Prompt.
Dism /online /enable-feature /featurename:NetFx3 /All /Source:x:\sources\sxs /LimitAccess
*
Specify the drive letter of the DVD drive or installation media for Windows® 8.1, or Windows® 10 to "x:".

9
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The following screen may be displayed while installing the software due to the specification changes in middleware.

Refer to the following technical bulletin for the details.
- Considerations for Installation Due to the Specification Changes in Middleware of a MELSOFT Product (FA-A0301-A)
Refer to the following website for a technical bulletin.
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/index.html

2.2.2 Upgrading Procedure
Uninstall the existing version first, and then install the latest version.
Stop antivirus software from running before installing the latest version.
Refer to "Appendix 1.1 Registration after Installation" if changing to the full function version from limited function version.
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2.3 Uninstall Procedure
There are two ways to uninstall NC Configurator2; uninstall from Control Panels and the other is by double clicking on
NCC2.exe.

2.3.1 Uninstall from the Control Panel
(1)

In case of Windows 8.1, select [Charm]-[Settings]-[Control Panel]-[Uninstall a program].
In case of Windows 10, select [Start]-[Settings]-[SYSTEM]-[App&features].
[Add or Remove Programs] screen will be displayed.
(In case of Windows 10, the control screen of [App&features] will be displayed.)
Select NC Configurator2 from the list and press "Remove".
(In case of Windows 10, press "Uninstall". When the message "This app and its related info will be uninstalled."
appears, press "Uninstall".)

(2)

Deletion confirmation screen will be displayed.
Press [Yes].

(3)

When finished, it will go back to [Add or Remove Programs] screen.
(In case of Windows 10, it will go back to [App&features] screen.)
NC Configurator2 is deleted from the list.

11
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2.3.2 Uninstall by Double-clicking on NCC2.exe
(1) Double-click on NCC2.exe.
(Note) You need to have administrator rights to uninstall NC Configurator2.
If the user account control function of Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 is valid, the confirmation screen appears
(as shown below). Allow execution of NCC2.exe and start uninstallation.

(2) The maintenance screen for the program will appear.
Select [Remove] and press [Next].

(3) Deletion confirmation screen will be displayed.
Press [Yes] to start uninstallation.
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(4)

When finished, uninstallation complete screen will be displayed.
Press [Finish] to complete the uninstallation.

13
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3.1 Project File
This tool manages data of NC such as parameter, machining program, work offset, system configuration and the
machine tool related data with a dedicated project file (*.nc2).
Reading NC Configurator project file (*.ncp) and inputting the NC related individual data, as well as outputting NC
parameters, can also be performed.

3.2 Explanation of the Screen
3.2.1 Screen Configuration
Screen
(4)

(5)
(1)
(2)

(7)

(3)

(8)

(9)
(6)
Display item

Description

(1)

Menu bar

(2)

Tool bar

Execute some menu functions by pressing an icon on the tool bar.

Navigation window

Display NC Configurator2 project's data in tree format. Displayed items depend on NC
model.

(4)

Main screen

Display the selected data with the navigation window. Set, print, and input/output data.

(5)

Tab

Switch the operation screen for target data with tab.

(6)

Parameter modification
history

Display the modification history of parameter.
Click on the history to display the appropriate parameter.
Double-click on the history to select whether to restore the setting value.

(7)

Help window

Display the detailed help for the selected parameter.

(8)

Parameter search result
Display the parameter related to the keyword.
list

(9)

Status bar

(3)

IB-1501046-L

Execute functions such as importing various CNC data and exporting parameters.

Display the status information such as NC model, system type, and supplementary
information about menu.
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3.2.2 Menu Configuration
Menu (M8V Series, M8 series, E80, C80, M7/E70 series, C70)
The display of the second menu from the left on the menu bar differs for M8V Series, M8 series, E80, C80, M7/E70
series and C70 project depending on the navigation window selection.
Menu

Project

Description

New

Create a new project.

Open

Open an existing project.

Online

Create a new project, and set the NC parameters directly.
(Gray out for limited function version)

Close

Close the project.

Save

Overwrite the project.

Save as

Save a project with a name.

Import

Import data from external file to the project.

Export parameter

Export parameters from the project.

Export safety parameter

Export safety parameters from the project.

Export parameter modification Export the parameter modification history displaying under the
history
parameter screen.
Output NC param as csv file

Output NC parameters from the project as csv format.

Print

Print the project data.

Exit

Exit NC Configurator2.

Machine information

Display and set the machine information.

Display_Setting Display and set the parameters.
NC Data
M8V : Variable
M8 : Variable
E80 : Variable
C80 : Variable
M7 : Variable
E70 : Variable
C70 : Variable

Tape mode
M8V : Hide
M8 : Hide
E80 : Hide
C80 : Hide
M7 : Variable
E70 : Variable
C70 : Hide

Function
parameter
M8V : Variable
M8 : Variable
E80 : Variable
C80 : Variable
M7 : Variable
E70 : Variable
C70 : Variable

Communication

Parameter

Convert

Convert M60/M60S series parameters into M7/E70 series parameters.
(Enabled for model M7/E70 and full function version)

Print

Print some or all parameters.

Tool life

Display and print the tool life management data.
(Gray out for C70)

Tool compensation

Display and print the tool compensation data.

Common variable

Display and print the common variables.

Work offset

Display and print the work offset data.

Program

Display and print the machining program.

System configuration

Display and print the system configuration.
(Gray out for C70)

Tape mode

Operate the tape mode by transferring the machining program stored in
the local disk with RS232C.

Standard RS232C
communication

Input and Output the text data with RS232C.

High-speed high-accuracy

Execute the high-speed high-accuracy adjustment by setting the related
parameter.
(M7, M system only and not displayed on C70)
(Gray out for limited function version)

Machining condition select I

Set the machining condition parameters for each machining application
and condition.
(M7, M system only and not displayed on C70)
(Gray out for limited function version)

Soft limit

Sets the soft limit related parameter.
(Gray out for limited function version)

Thread cutting

Sets the Thread cutting related parameter.
(M8V/M8/E80/C80/M7/E70 series only)
(Gray out for limited function version)

Read NC Data From NC

Read the NC data to the project.

Write to NC(Parameter)

Write parameters of the project to NC.

Communication settings

Set the communication connection setting.
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Menu

Tool

Description

Options

Set the operation option to conveniently utilize NC Configurator2 as
desired.

Project Management

Display the project data state such as corrections, saved state, and data
source, etc. Import the data or delete the data.

Parameter comparison

Compare the parameters between two projects.

Parameter initialization wizard Carries out additional axis settings for active projects.

View

Language

Window

Help

Tool bar

Select to display or hide the tool bar.

Status bar

Select to display or hide the status bar.

Navigation window

Select to display or hide the navigation window.

Help window

Select to display or hide the help window.

Japanese

Change display language to Japanese.

English

Change display language to English.

Chinese

Change display language to Chinese (Simplified Chinese).

Close

Close the most front window.

Close all

Close all windows.

Tile horizontally

Display all open windows horizontally.

Tile vertically

Display all open windows vertically.

Version Information

Display the version information and user information.

Register

Change limited function version to full function version.

Menu (M60/M60S series)
Menu

Project

Description

New

Create a new project.

Open

Open an existing project.

Online

Create a new project, and set the NC parameters directly.
(Gray out for limited function version)

Close

Close the project.

Save

Overwrite the project.

Save as...

Save a project with a name.

Import parameter...

Import parameters from external parameter file to the project.

Export parameter...

Export parameters of the project.

Exit

Exit NC Configurator2.

Base spec param
NC axis param
NC servo params
Spindle param
Er comp param
Parameter settings PLC param

Display and set the parameters.

Macro list
Posn switch param
Process param
I/O param
Anshin-net param

Initial settings

Adjustment

IB-1501046-L

Base system

Perform the initial setup for base system.

Servo axis

Perform the initial setup for the servo axes.

Servo drive unit

Perform the initial setup for the servo drive unit.

Spindle drive unit

Execute the initial setup for the spindle drive unit.

Roundness

Perform the adjustment of roundness by setting the related parameter.
(Gray out for limited function version)

High-speed high-accuracy

Execute the high-speed high-accuracy adjustment by setting the related
parameter.
(Gray out for limited function version)

Servo Adjustment

Perform the adjustment of servo by setting the related parameter.
(Gray out for limited function version)
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Menu
Communication settings

Description
Perform the communication connection setting between PC and NC.

Communicate

Communication

Read parameter from NC Read the parameters from NC.
Write parameter to NC

Write the parameter from the project to NC.

Parameter comparison

Compare the parameters between the project and NC.

Reading NC Data from
NC

Read the NC data from NC.

Write NC Data to NC

Write the NC data from the project to NC.

Read data from IC card Read the data from IC card.
Write data to IC card

Options

Set the operation option to conveniently utilize NC Configurator2 as
desired.

Project Management

Display the project data state such as corrections, saved state, and data
source, etc. Import the data or delete the data.

Tool bar

Select to display or hide the tool bar.

Status bar

Select to display or hide the status bar.

Help window

Select to display or hide the help window.

Japanese

Change display language to Japanese.

English

Change display language to English.

Tool

View

Language

Window

Help

Write the data from project to IC card.

Chinese

Change display language to Chinese (Simplified Chinese).

Close

Close the most front window.

Close all

Close all windows.

Tile horizontally

Display all open windows horizontally.

Tile vertically

Display all open windows vertically.

Version Information

Display the version information and user information.

Register

Change limited function version to full function version.
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3.2.3 Tab
Change the display of main screen with tab.

Example of M7 series
Navigation
window

Function
Machine
information
Parameter

NC Data

Tab
Display/Setting

Display the display/setting screen of the machine data.

Display/Setting

Display the display/setting screen of the parameters.

Convert

Display the parameter conversion screen.

Print

Display the print screen.

Tool life
Tool compensation Display
Common variable
Work offset
Program
Print
System
configuration

Tape mode
Standard RS232C Tape mode
communication_
Standard RS232C Send text
Tape mode
communication
Receive text

Function
parameter

IB-1501046-L

Operation description

High-speed highaccuracy
Machining
condition selection Display/Setting
I
Thread cutting
Soft limit

Display the display screen of each function.

Display the print screen.
Display the tape mode screen.
Display the send text screen.
Display the receive text screen.

Display the display/setting screen of each function.
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4.1 File Function
Up to eight projects can be displayed on the screen at a time.

4.1.1 Create a New Project
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

With initial
setting

○

○

○

○

-

Without initial
setting

○

○

○

○

○

Create a new project.

4.1.1.1 Create a New Project (with Initial Setting)
Operation method
(1)

Select [New] in the Startup guidance or select
[Project]-[New] from the menu.

"General Settings" window appears.

(2)

Check "Initialization" check box and press [Next].

Moves to "Basic information" window.

Refer to "4.6 Wizard Function" for details.
(3)

IB-1501046-L

A project file which includes the initial parameters is
created.

After entering various data, press [Finish].
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4.1.1.2 Create a New Project (without Initial Setting)
Operation method
(1)

Select [New] in the Startup guidance or select
[Project]-[New] from the menu.

(2)

Remove check from the check box of "Initialization" at
the upper right side of the screen, and click "Finish".

"New" window appears.

A project file will be created.
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4.1.2 Open an Existing File
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Open an existing project file or parameter file.
It is complied with NC Configurator2's project file (*.nc2) and NC Configurator's project file (*.ncp) formats.
Operation Method
(1)

Select [Open] in the Startup guidance or select
[Project]-[Open] from the menu.

"Open" window appears.

(2)

Select an existing file or parameter file and press
[Open].

The project data will be read.

Caution
(1) Series name selection window appears for a project file (*.ncp) of NC Configurator. The ncp file can be opened only
when specifying the same NC series type as the one which is used for the ncp file; however, when opening the
project created with M70A/M70B, the ncp file can be opened with M700/M700V only.
(2) When opening a project created on an older version of NC Configurator2, the parameter data displayed on the
[Display/Setting] screen is blank for the parameters added in the newer version.
(3) On C70, formats of common variables are different between NC Configurator and NC Configurator2. For that
reason, projects that are saved by NC Configurator cannot be opened by NC Configurator2. In that case, move the
common variable file [COMMON.VAR] to any place except for the project folder and open the project file again.
(4) It cannot open a project file named the same as that is already opened.

IB-1501046-L
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4.1.3 Open an Online Project
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

-

-

Open a project which carries out real-time data updates of parameters, etc. for the NC connected to the network.
The destination NC is only the NC that belongs to the same network group as the one the personal computer is
connected to.
The online function cannot be used between the NC and the NC Configurator2 project in a different network group.
Check the subnet mask to use the same network group. (Setting example: "255.255.255.0")
Also, it cannot activate multiple online projects at the same time to one NC.
Operation Method
(1)

Select [Online] in the Startup guidance or select
[Project]-[Online] from the menu.

Online guidance starts.

xxxx.
xx.
xx. xxx.
xx. xxx.
xx. xxxx
xxxx.
xx.
xx. xxx.
xx. xxx.
xx. xxxx

(2)

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx
xxxxxxxxxx

xxx̲xx
xxx̲xxxxxxxx̲xx
xxxxxxxx̲xx
xx
xxx̲xx
xxxxxxxx̲xx
xx
xxx̲xxxxxxxx̲xx

A project file that read the online data is created.

Select NC from the list and press [Finish].

Detailed Description
[series name/system type], [IP address of the access point] and [online status] are displayed on the title bar.
[Online] indicates communicating with NC or disappears when the communication is disconnected.
(1) When saving project during online, the name of the file will saved as default name "M70_L_n.nc2".
(2) When the online network connection is disconnected (or there is an application accessing the same communication
destination within the network, or etc.), the title of the project window changes from "M70_L xxx.xxx.x.xx Online" to
"M70_L_n xxx.xxx.x.xx". To restart the online function, carry out the online operation again.
"_n" part is counted when online project is created (1), or when project that is changed from online to offline is created
(2).
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Caution
(1) The following functions cannot be used online.
- Import
- Parameter conversion
- Read From NC and Write to NC
- Tool life, Tool Compensation, Common variable, Work offset, Print program.
(Parameter and system configuration can be printed.)
- Project management
- Function parameter
- Safety parameter
(2) The data updated on NC is refreshed when the NC Configurator2 parameter screen is changed.
(3) When setting numerical parameter data to the CNC connected online, data that is cut off or rounded after the
decimal point is set in accordance with the parameter data type.
After parameter data is set to the CNC, the [Display/Setting] screen is updated with the data set to the CNC.
(Example) For "#1171 Tap return override" (setting range: 0 to 100), the data after the decimal point is cut off
because the parameter is integer type. When "1.9" is set, it is set as "1" on the CNC. Then "#1171" is updated
with "1" on the [Display/Setting] screen.

IB-1501046-L
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4.1.4 Saving a Project
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Select [Project]-[Save] or [Save as] from the menu to save a project.
If opening multiple projects, the project data displayed in the most foreground is saved.
Caution
It cannot be saved with NC Configurator project file (*.ncp) format.
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4.1.5 Importing NC Data
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○*

○*

* Partially possible. See the following data list for details.
Import the data file that is output from the NC side and create a project.
List of data that can be imported
Type

Format

M8V/M8/
E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

Parameter

*.PRM

○ (Note 1) ○ (Note 1) ○ (Note 1) ○ (Note 1) ○ (Note 1)

Safety parameter

*.BIN

○ (Note 2) ○ (Note 2)

Tool life

*.TLF

Tool compensation

*.OFS

All tool data

*.DAT

Common variable

*.VAR

○

Work offset

*.OFS

Program

*.PRG, *.TXT

System configuration

*.INF

-

-

-

○

○

○

-

○

○

○

○

-

-

-

-

○

○

○

-

○

○

○

○

-

○

○

○

-

○

○

○

○
-

○ (Note 3) ○ (Note 3)

-

(Note 1) Parameters can be imported to the project of the same system type.
The following table shows the projects that can be imported for each parameter file.
Project

M80V/M80/
E80

M80V
M80/E80
M800V
M800
M70/E70
M70
M700V
M700
C80
C70
M60

○
○
○
○
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

M800V/
M800
×
×
○
○
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Parameter file (model)
M70/M70V/ M700/
C80
E70
M700V
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
×
×
×
×

C70

M60

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

○
○
×

○

○: Can be imported ×: Cannot be imported
(Note 2) Safety parameters can be imported to the project of the same system type.
The following table shows the projects that can be imported for each safety parameter file.
Project
M80V
M80/E80
M800V
M800
C80

Safety parameter file (model)
M80V/M80/ M800V/
C80
E80
M800
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○
×
×
○

○: Can be imported ×: Cannot be imported
(Note 3) When importing the all tool data, the tool life data and the tool compensation data are imported.

IB-1501046-L
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Operation Method
(1)

Select [Project]-[Import] from the menu.

(2)

Select a file and press [Open].

(3)

Select the NC series and press [OK].

"Open" window appears.

"New" window appears.
The window is not displayed in the cases below;
(*1) When importing the parameter (the NC series and
system type are automatically determined)
(*2) When importing the tool life data or all tool data (a
new project of M80V/M80/E80 M system is created)
(*3) When importing the tool compensation, the common
variable, or the work offset data (a new project of M80V/
M80/E80 M system or C70 M system is created)
(*4) If there is an active project
(*5) When importing the safety parameter (the NC series
is automatically determined)

A project file with imported data is created.
(If there is an active project, the data is imported to it.)
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Caution (with an active project)
(1) The parameters of the active project are overwritten. The NC data which related to the parameters may be changed
by the imported parameters.
(2) If the series type or system type is different, the parameter data cannot be imported. An import failure message will
appear, and the project will not be changed.
(3) If importing a machining program, a machining program is added instead of updating the existing program in the
project. (If the same file name exists, confirmation of overwriting is prompted.)
(4) This function cannot be used online.
(5) The common variable data of C70 can be imported to the project of M8V Series/M8 Series/E80/C80/M7 series/E70
with NC Configurator2. Also the common variable data of M8V Series/M8 Series/E80/C80/M7 series/E70 can be
imported to the project of C70. However, the common variable data of M8V Series/M8 Series/E80/C80/M7 series/
E70 cannot be imported to C70 and vice versa on an NC machine.
Caution (without an active project)
(1) If opening the NC data file created with NC Configurator M70A/M70B, it can be opened by M7/E70 series.
(2) When editing the parameter file manually and then importing it to NC Configurator2, the model to input the
parameter may do not match the project model which is automatically determined at import. In this case, the models
may be matched by creating new project of the required model beforehand and then importing it.
Caution
(1) The number of sets of NC data (common variables, tool compensation, tool life, and work offset) imported or read
from NC is directly displayed on NC Configurator2. Therefore, all the information set on NC can be seen regardless
of the number of part systems or parameter setting which is set on the current project.
(2) When a common setting for part systems are changed by "#1052 MemVal (No. of common variables shared in part
system designation)", "#1303 V1comN (No. of #100 address part system common variables)", "#1304 V0comN
(No. of #500 address part system common variables)", etc., [*] is attached after the variable name such as "100 *"
for each part system on NC screen, however, [*] is not attached on NC Configurator2.
On NC Configurator2, the variable which is set to be common for part systems above mentioned and variables for
#100100 to #800199 displayed when "#1316 CrossCom (Reference of common variables common for part
systems)" is "1" are displayed on the 1st part system screen, but are omitted from the 2nd and subsequent part
system screens.
(3) If you export the parameter of project created without initial setting on an older version of NC Configurator2, and
then import it to the newer version of NC Configurator2, an import error may occur. In this case, open the parameter
file to add the parameter setting displayed on the error message and then import again.
(4) When importing parameter files that were exported from an older version of NC Configurator2 to a project that was
created on a newer version of NC Configurator2, the parameter data displayed on the [Display/Setting] screen is
blank for the parameters added in the newer version.
(5) For M60/M60S, parameter files cannot be imported when "#1218 aux02/bit3" (Parameter input/output format) is "1".
To import parameter files for M60/M60S, set the value of "#1218 aux02/bit3" to "0".
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4.1.6 Exporting the NC Parameters
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Export the parameter data from a project to create a parameter file that can be input into the NC side.
To save the parameter, select [Project]-[Export parameter] from the menu.
List of data that can be exported
File name
ALL.PRM

File contents

M8V/M8/
E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Parameter

Caution
(1) Parameter files exported from NC Configurator2 are "Type I" regardless of whether the input/output format (#1218
aux02/bit3) setting of the parameter files imported from the CNC is "Type I" or "Type II"
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4.1.7 Exporting the Safety Parameters
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

-

-

-

Export the safety parameter data from a project to create a parameter file that can be input into the NC side.
To save the parameter, select [Project]-[Export safety parameter] from the menu.
List of data that can be exported
File name
SAFEPARA.BIN

IB-1501046-L

File contents

M8V/M8/
E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

-

-

-

Safety parameter
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4.1.8 Output NC Parameter (CSV File Format)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

-

Output NC parameter with CSV file format.
Operation Method
(1)

Select [Project]-[Output NC param as csv file] from the
menu.

(2)

Specify the file name, and press [Save].

"Save as" window appears.

The file will be created to the specified output destination.
Example when a file is named as "para"
A separate file is created for each type of parameter for
csv format.
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4.1.9 Print
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

-

Print one of the data from parameter type, tool life, tool compensation, common variable, work offset, program, system
configuration, Machining Condition Selection I, safety parameter and high speed high accuracy.
More than one type of data cannot be printed at a time.
Operation Method
(1)

Select [Project]-[Print] from the menu or [Parameter
print] tab.

Print screen will be displayed.

XXXXXXXXXX
X
XX
XXX
XXXX
XXX
XX
XX
XX
X X
XX
XXX
XX XX
X
XXXXXX
XX
XX
XX
XX
X

XXXXXXXXXXX
XX
X
XX
XX
XX
XX
XXX
XXX
XX
XX

XXX-XXXXXXXX-XX
X
XX
XX
X--XX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
X -XX

(2)

Select the item to print and press [Print].

Data will be printed with the specified condition.

Caution
(1) Characters exceeding the maximum number of display characters on a printing paper may not be printed.

IB-1501046-L
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4.2 Parameter Management
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Select [Parameters] in the navigation tree to display the parameter screen.
The parameter screen consists of [Display/Setting], [Convert] and [Print], and can be changed with tab selection.
Tab display list by series
Tab name
Display/Setting
Convert
Print

M8V/M8/
E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

-

-

○

-

-

○

○

○

○

-

Example of M7 series
Display by classification
Select the parameter from [Classification] in the navigation tree.
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4.2.1 M8V Series, M8 Series, E80, C80, M7/E70 Series Parameters
Detailed Description
(1) Number of part systems
Set it in the parameter "#1001 SYS_ON (System validation setup)".
M800V/M800
#

Setting value
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

1001

Part system
1 part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2 part systems

…

…

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0

8 part systems

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

8 part systems + PLC system

M80V/M80/E80
#

1001

Setting value

Part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0

1 part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0, 0, 0

2 part systems

:

…

1, 1, 1, 1, 0

4 part systems

1, 1, 1, 1, 1

4 part systems + PLC system

C80
#

Setting value
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

1001

Part system
1 part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2 part systems

:

:

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0

7 part systems

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

7 part systems + PLC system

M700/M700V
#

1001

Setting value

Part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0

1 part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0, 0, 0

2 part systems

1, 1, 1, 0, 0

3 part systems

1, 1, 1, 1, 0

4 part systems

1, 1, 1, 1, 1

4 part systems + PLC system

M70/M70V/E70
#

Setting value
1, 0, 0

1001

IB-1501046-L

Part system
1 part system

1, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0

2 part systems

1, 1, 1

2 part systems + PLC system
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For multi part systems, switch the screen between the part systems by clicking the name of the part system on the
top left of the screen.
The name set in "#1169 system name" is displayed for the name of the part system. Following is displayed if
nothing is set in the parameter.
$1: Parameter screen for 1st part system
$2: Parameter screen for 2nd part system
…
$8: Parameter screen for 8th part system

(2)

Number of axes
Set it in the parameter "#1002 axisno".
(3) Number of spindles
Set it in the parameter "#1039 axisno".
(4) How to display/hide some parameters differs depending on the related parameter settings.
Parameter name
Barrier data

(5)

Related parameter
#1007 System type select

(M8V Series, M8 series, E80, C80, M7, E70
Series only)

Menu selection

#11032 Menu sel para lkof

Open parameter

#11003 APLC valid

Spindle parameter
Spindle-type servo parameter

#1039 spinno
#3139 sp_srvdrv

Machine model parameter

#1007 System type select

(M8V Series, M8 series, E80 only)

Position switch PLC

#1001 SYS_ON

(C80 only)

(M8V Series, M8 series, E80, C80 only)

Note that the setting of the following C70 parameters are not taken over when the parameters are imported to C80
project.
# Parameter No.

Parameter name

1016

iout Inch output

1060

SETUP Activate setup processing

1065

JOG_H JOG response type

1066

JOG_HP Select JOG activation (+) device

1067

JOG_HN Select JOG activation (-) device

1071

JOG_D JOG activation signal device name

1089

Cut_RT

1090

Lin_RT

1131

Fldcc

1150

Fldc0

1152

I_G20 Initial command unit

1173

dwlskp G04 skip condition

1175

G31.1 skip condition

1177

G31.2 skip condition

1179

G31.3 skip condition

1193

inpos Validate in-position check

1211

FHtyp Feed hold stop type

1212

FHno Feed hold external signal device

1323

chopsel Chopping command method

1368

SfAlmRstD Safety observation alarm reset inputting device
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# Parameter No.

IB-1501046-L

Parameter name

1383

Alm1DBord Alarm displaying threshold (1D)

1384

Alm1FBord Alarm displaying threshold (1F)

1385

Alm2DBord Alarm displaying threshold (2D)

1386

Alm2FBord Alarm displaying threshold (2F)

1387

Alm41Bord Alarm displaying threshold (41)

1388

Alm42Bord Alarm displaying threshold (42)

1567

mill_err Error between linear axis and rotary axis center

1801

Hacc_c Arc radius clam acceleration

1802

Macc_c Acceleration check at middle speed

1803

Lacc_c Acceleration check at low speed

1811

Hcof_A X-axis high acceleration coefficient β

1812

Hcof_B X-axis high acceleration coefficient α

1813

Mcof_A X-axis middle acceleration coefficient β

1814

Mcof_B X-axis middle acceleration coefficient α

1815

Lcof_A X-axis low acceleration coefficientβ

1816

Lcof_B X-axis low acceleration coefficientα

1817

mag_C X-axis change magnification θ [%]

1821

Hcof_A Y-axis high acceleration coefficient β

1822

Hcof_B Y-axis high acceleration coefficient α

1823

Mcof_A Y-axis middle acceleration coefficient β

1824

Mcof_B Y-axis middle acceleration coefficient α

1825

Lcof_A Y-axis low acceleration coefficient β

1826

Lcof_B Y-axis low acceleration coefficient α

1827

mag_C Y-axis change magnification θ [%]

2052

absg28 Width compared by G28

2053

absm02 Width compared by M02

2116

v_axis Hypothetical axis

2117

v_axno Hypothetical axis No.

2118

S_DSI Speed monitor Door selection

2179

TapInpl In-position width for Tapping initial point

2180

S_DIN Speed monitor input door No.

2181

sscfeed1 Safety observation speed 1

2182

sscfeed2 Safety observation speed 2

2183

sscfeed3 Safety observation speed 3

2184

sscfeed4 Safety observation speed 4

2605

BR_SIG Brake output signal number

2606

BR_WT Brake test command waiting time

2607

BR_Ilim Brake test current limit value

2608

BR_Ft Brake test travel amount

2609

BR_Feed Brake test command speed

2610

BR_Tol Brake test tolerance of motor travel amount

2611

BR_ObT Brake test observation time

2612

SosTolD Stop observation tolerable positioning deviation
amount

2613

SosAlmT Stop observation error detection time

3071

SscDrSelSp Speed monitor Door selection

3075

SosTolDsp Stop observation positioning tolerance deflection

3076

SosAlmTsp Stop observation error detection time

3140

S_DINSp Speed monitor input door No.

3141

spsscfeed1 Safety observation speed 1

3142

spsscfeed2 Safety observation speed 2

3143

spsscfeed3 Safety observation speed 3

3144

spsscfeed4 Safety observation speed 4

10015

rotabsrev: Rotational machine position compensation

12015

v_dist Hypothetical axis tool length

12016

v_ori Hypothetical axis machine zero point

12017

ofsang Actual rotary axis compensation angle

12018

ClAng1 Angle 1 in conversion

12019

ClAng2 Angle 2 in conversion
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# Parameter No.

Parameter name

12020

r_lim+ Actual axis movable range (+)

12021

r_lim- Actual axis movable range (-)

21025

SmpDelay

21028

ed_mess

21029

Ncname

21030

AlmHold (h)

21031

UnitMax

21032

UnitNum

21033

KeyCtrlLmt

21034

ReMonDisp

21037 to 21043

High-speed program server mode Parameters

21049

SPname

21050

plcdwlskp G04 skip condition

21051

plcskip1 G31.1 skip condition

21052

plcskip2 G31.2 skip condition

21053

plcskip3 G31.3 skip condition

21101 to 21124

add01 to add24

21125 to 21163

Safety observation function Parameters

21164

BR_INT Brake test interval

22011

bscmp- Offset compensation position

22012

bscmp+ Max. compensation position

22013

synwd

22014

Mastno Multi-secondary-axis sync primary axis number

26701 to 26742

Multi-CPU Parameters

27000 to 27072

N code macro Parameters

28301 to 28700

Cycle monitor Parameters

29001 to 29037

FL-net Parameters

29041 to 29087

DeviceNet Parameters
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Operation Method
(1) Moving the cursor
Use the [↑], [↓], [←], and [→] keys to move it up, down, left, and right.
(2) Copying and pasting by column
Data can be copied and pasted per column.
All parameters of the same column can be selected by right clicking on the data to copy and select [Column copy].
All axis parameters can be copied by selecting and right clicking on the data to be pasted and select [Column
paste].
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
(3) Copying and pasting by area
A part of data displayed on screen can be area copied and pasted.
Specify the range of data to copy, right-click and select [Area copy].
Select any of the copy destination data, right-click and select [Area paste], and then the data will be copied to the
same parameter.
Up to 15 parameter data can be copied at a time.
It can also be copied by the [Area copy] and [Area paste] buttons at the bottom of the screen.
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
(4) Multiple data batch input
Enter the data of multiple part systems or axes of the same parameter No. with each data delimited by slash ("/") to
perform batch input.
Example) To set the 1st part system of "#1003 iunit (Input setup unit)" to "B" and the 2nd part system to "C", move
the cursor to "#1003 (Input setup unit)" and then enter "B/C".
(5) Axis batch copy / paste
Target parameter data of one of servo axes (NC and PLC axes) or spindles can be copied and pasted within a
project or between projects.
All axis-related parameters of the same column can be selected by right clicking on the data to copy and selecting
[Axis batch copy].
A confirmation message "Copy axis data "<copy source>" to "<copy destination>", OK?" is displayed by right
clicking on the copy destination data and selecting [Axis batch paste]. All data are copied by selecting [Yes].
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
Axis batch copy can be selected on a screen of axis-related parameters.
If you are on the parameter screen of an axis that is different from that you have chosen for Axis batch copy, you
cannot use Axis batch paste.
Caution
(1) The setting range of the input data is not checked. To avoid setting the illegal value, check the setting range in
"Detailed help" carefully when setting the data.
(2) When the number of characters of the setting range displayed in Help is 27 characters or less, up to 27 characters
can be input. When the number of characters of the setting range displayed in Help is 28 characters or more, up to
48 characters can be input.
(3) Settings related to the formatting of the tool compensation and tool life with the value of the parameter "#1041
I_inch (Initial inch)" are not supported. The judgment of whether the parameters "#8026 CANCEL ANG. (for M
system only)" and "#8027 Toler-1 (for M system only)" can be set with the value of the parameter "#8019 R COMP"
is not supported.
(4) The parameters #18151 to #18900 displayed on the screen are dependent on the setting of the parameter "#1326
PLC Const Ext. Num (PLC constant extension number)", but the range check and parity check for the parameter
#1326 are unavailable.
(5) Wireless LAN parameter "#75007 Encryption key" (for M8V only) cannot be set. When printed, both the parameter
name and value are not output.
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4.2.2 C70 Parameters
Detailed Description
(1) Number of part systems
Set it in the parameter "#1001 SYS_ON".
#

1001

Setting value

Part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

1 part system

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC system

1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2 part systems

1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

3 part systems

:

：
7 part systems + PLC system

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

For multi part systems, switch the screen between the part systems by clicking the name of the part system on the
bottom left of the screen.
1: Parameter screen for 1st part system
2: Parameter screen for 2nd part system
:
7: Parameter screen for 7th part system

(2) Number of axes
Set it in the parameter "#1002 axisno".
(3) Number of spindles
Set it in the parameter "#1039 axisno".
Operation Method
(1) Moving the cursor
Use the [↑], [↓], [←], and [→] keys to move it up, down, left, and right.
(2) Column copy and pasting
Data can be copied and pasted per column.
All axis parameters can be selected by right clicking on the data to copy and select [Column copy].
All axis parameters can be copied by selecting and right clicking on the data to be pasted and select [Column
paste].
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
(3) Area copy and paste
A part of data displayed on screen can be area copy and paste.
Right click the data to copy and select [Area copy].
Data can be copied by select and right click on the data to be pasted and select [Area paste], and data will be
copied to same parameter.
Up to 15 parameter data can be copied at same time.
It can be copied by button [Area copy] and [Area paste] at bottom of the screen.
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
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(4) Axis batch copy / paste
Target parameter data of one of servo axes (NC and PLC axes) or spindles can be copied and pasted within a
project or between projects.
All axis-related parameters of the same column can be selected by right clicking on the data to copy and selecting
[Axis batch copy].
A confirmation message "Copy axis data "<copy source>" to "<copy destination>", OK?" is displayed by right
clicking on the copy destination data and selecting [Axis batch paste]. All data are copied by selecting [Yes].
The selected state display is canceled by pressing [ESC] key.
Axis batch copy can be selected on a screen of axis-related parameters.
If you are on the parameter screen of an axis that is different from that you have chosen for Axis batch copy, you
cannot use Axis batch paste.
Caution
(1) The setting range of the input data is not checked. To avoid setting the illegal value, check the setting range in
"Detailed help" carefully when setting the data.
(2) Settings related to the formatting of the tool compensation and tool life with the value of the parameter "#1041
I_inch (Initial inch)" are not supported.
The judgment of whether the parameters "#8026 CANCEL ANG. (for M system only)" and "#8027 Toler-1 (for M
system only)" can be set with the value of the parameter "#8019 R COMP" is not supported.
(3) When using Axis batch copy and paste to copy servo axis related parameters of a C70 project, the C70 PLC axis
index parameters are not copied.
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4.2.3 M60/M60S Series Parameters
Detailed Description
(1) Number of part systems
Set it in the parameter "#1001 SYS_ON".
#

1001

Setting value

Part system

1, 0, 0,

1 part system

1, 0, 1

1 part system + PLC
system

1, 1, 0

2 part systems

1, 1, 1

2 part systems + PLC
system

Display the part system number in the line where the axis name is displayed for the multi part systems.

(2) Number of axes
Set it in the parameter "#1002 axisno".
(3) Number of spindles
Set it in the parameter "#1039 axisno".
Operation Method
(1) Moving the key
Use [Tab] key to move a cursor up and down or move it with the mouse. The cursor cannot move with [↑], [↓], [←]
and [→] keys.
(2) Copying and pasting the data
Disabled.
Caution
(1) The setting range of the input data is not checked. To avoid setting the illegal value, check the setting range in
"Detailed help" carefully when setting the data.
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4.2.4 Parameter Search
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

Search

○

○

○

○

-

Move

○

○

○

○

-

The related parameter can be searched from the keyword.
To display the list of related parameter, enter the keyword and press [Search] on the help window. Double click on the
parameter in the list to move the cursor to the appropriate parameter.
Caution
Since the parameter helps are common for M8V Series, M8 Series, E80, and C80, content for different models may be
displayed.
The parameter which is not available for the operating target model may be searched.
If the help for unavailable parameter is displayed, cursor will not move to the parameter.
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4.2.5 Parameter Modification History
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

History

○

○

○

○

○

Move

○

○

○

○

Return

○

○

○

○

○
-

Displays the history of parameter value modifications. Parameter setting values can be returned to the values before
modification from this parameter modification history.
Modified parameters are displayed in modification time order. The oldest one is displayed on the bottom and the latest
one is displayed on the top.
By clicking the title of the modified parameters, the values of the column clicked can be sorted in ascending or
descending order. Click on the parameter in the history to switch to the display screen of the appropriate parameter.
Double click the history data to display the parameter modification confirmation dialog. Select [Yes] to return the
parameter setting value to the value before modification, and simultaneously record a new modification history.
Modification history information can be exported from the menu [Project]-[Export parameter modification history].
Modification history information can be printed by selecting [Parameter modification history] of [Print] tab on the
parameter screen.
Modification history information will be cleared when modifying parameter "#1001 SYS_ON (System validation setup)",
"#1002 axisno", or "#1007 System type select".
Caution
(1) If changing the parameters online, the function to undo the parameter setting value by double clicking the history is
invalid.
(2) If reading the parameters from the NC or importing parameters from an external parameter file, the parameter
history is cleared.
(3) If undoing the setting value by double clicking the parameter history, the linked parameters are simultaneously
changed.
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4.2.6 Parameter Conversion
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

○

-

-

M60/M60S series parameters can be converted into M7/E70 series parameters.
Make effective use of existing resources and move to the new model smoothly.
Parameters that cannot be converted will be displayed in the parameter list. Convert them manually.
Press [Save the list] to save the unconverted parameter list.
Depending on the conversion setting content, parameter conversion is possible by part system or by axis.

Operation Method
(1)

Create a new project for the series after the
conversion.

(2)

Select [Parameters] in the navigation view and select
[Convert] tab.

(3)

Press [Browse] to select M60/M60S series parameter
to convert.

(4)

Select the display language from [System language].

(5)

Press [Convert].
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A project file will be created.
Conversion screen is displayed.

A completion message appears after the conversion is
finished.
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(6)

Press [OK].

Parameter data is overwritten.
After the parameter conversion is finished, unconverted
parameters are displayed in the list.

(7)

To save the parameter list, press [Save the list].

(8)

Convert the parameters that are displayed in the list
manually.
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4.2.7 Parameter Comparison
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

○

Compare the parameter data between part systems or axes in a project or between two projects.
Comparison by part system, by axis, by each type of parameter or by the entire project is available.
*
The parameters of the active project and the destination NC are compared for M60/M60S series.
Compare the parameters by selecting [Communicate]-[Communication]-[Parameter comparison] from the menu.

4.2.7.1 Parameter Comparison between Two Projects
Operation Method
(1)

Open the source project file to be compared.

(2)

Select [Tool]-[Param comparison] from the menu.

Selection screen for the project files to be compared
appears.

(3)

Select the target project file to be compared.
Files in different projects can only be selected.
To compare by selecting unopened project file or
parameter file, press [...] on the right side of pull-down
menu to select.

Parameter types which can be selected are displayed on
the comparison content selection screen.

(4)

Press [Compare] at lower right of the screen.
The parameter type to be compared can be selected.

IB-1501046-L

Comparison result will be displayed.
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(5)

To check and correct the parameter with a difference,
double-click the row of the parameter on the
comparison result.

The focus is moved to the target parameter screen.
(Items with orange background are with differences.)
To update the comparison result after changing the
parameter, return to the comparison result window and
press [Compare].

*1 Clicking the [Difference print] button enables you to print only the differences.
*2 Clicking the [Axis print] button enables you to check only the axis-related parameters including those adjacent to the
changes.
*3 Clicking the [CSV output] button enables you to output the differences to a file.

Caution
(1) The comparable project combinations are as follows.
Source project for
comparison

C80

C70

-

-

C80

○
-

C70

-

○
-

○

M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70

(2)

Target project for comparison
M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70

-

The safety parameter cannot be compared.
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4.2.7.2 Parameter Comparison between the Systems or Axes in a Project
Operation Method
(1)

Open the source project file to be compared.

(2)

Select [Tool]-[Param comparison] from the menu.

Selection screen for the project files to be compared
appears.

(3)

Select the target project file to be compared.
Files in different projects or in the same project can be
selected. Select the same project when comparing the
parameters by each part system or axis in a project.
To compare by selecting unopened project file or
parameter file, press [...] on the right side of pull-down
menu to select.

Parameter types which can be selected are displayed on
the comparison content selection screen.

(4)

Select [Sys/Ax select].

Part system, servo axis, and spindle can be selected on
the system/axis selection screen.

(5)

Select the part system or axis for source project and
target project. Press [Compare] at lower right of the
screen.

Comparison result will be displayed.
(The following screen shows a comparison result of different servo axes of the same project.)

IB-1501046-L
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(6)

To check and correct the parameter with a difference,
double-click the row of the parameter on the
comparison result.

The focus is moved to the target parameter screen.
(Items with orange background are with differences.)
To update the comparison result after changing the parameter, return to the comparison result window and
press [Compare].

*1 Clicking the [Difference print] button enables you to print only the differences.
*2 Clicking the [Axis print] button enables you to check only the axis-related parameters including those adjacent to the
changes.
*3 Clicking the [CSV output] button enables you to output the differences to a file.

Caution
(1) The comparable project combinations are as follows.
Source project for
comparison
M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70

(2)

Target project for comparison
M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70

C80

○
-

C70

-

C80

C70

-

-

○
-

○

-

The safety parameter cannot be compared.
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4.3 Read and Write the NC Data
M8V/M8

E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

○
-

○
-

○
-

○

-

USB

○
-

-

RS232C

○

-

-

○

○
-

Ethernet

M60/M60S

○

Connect to NC to read and write the data.
For Ethernet communication, the destination NC is only the NC that belongs to the same network group as the one the
personal computer is connected to.
Check the subnet mask to use the same network group. (Setting example: "255.255.255.0")
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Connection pattern is shown below.

< M8/E80/M7/E70 series >
(2) [RS232C - CNC]

(1) [Ethernet - CNC]
Ethernet

RS232C

NC

NC
Personal computer

Personal computer

< C80 >
[Ethernet - CNC CPU module]
GOT
Personal computer

PLC CPU

CNC CPU

Ethernet

< C70 >

(5) [USB - PLC CPU module]
GOT

USB

PLC CPU

CNC CPU

PLC CPU

CNC CPU

Ethernet

Q bus

CNC CPU

(6) [USB - GOT(Ethernet - CNC CPU module)]
Personal computer
GOT
USB
Ethernet

Personal computer

CNC CPU

(4) [USB - GOT(Q mode)]
GOT
Personal computer

Ethernet

PLC CPU

CNC CPU

Ethernet

PLC CPU

CNC CPU

(3) [Ethernet - PLC CPU module]
Personal computer
GOT

Ethernet

Ethernet module

Ethernet

PLC CPU

Ethernet

(2) [Ethernet - CNC CPU module]
GOT
Personal computer

PLC CPU

(1) [Ethernet - Ethernet module]
GOT
Personal computer

USB
(7) [USB - GOT(Ethernet - Ethernet module)]
GOT
Personal computer

(8) [USB - GOT(Ethernet - PLC CPU module)]
Personal computer
GOT

USB

USB

Ethernet module

CNC CPU

PLC CPU

Ethernet module

CNC CPU

Ethernet

PLC CPU

Ethernet

< M60/M60S series >
(1) [RS232C - CNC]
RS232C

NC
Personal computer
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Caution
(1) When you connect C70 via Ethernet, it can be connected via Ethernet or via PLC CPU module.
For C80, Ethernet connection is available only to the CNC module.
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4.3.1 Read From NC
Read the data from NC.
Operation Method
(1)

Create a new project or open an existing project.
(It can be abbreviate if it is new read.)

Project is displayed.

(2)

Select [Communicate]-[Read from NC] from the menu.

"Read from NC" window appears.

(3)

Press [Settings] in the Communication method frame.

"Communication settings" window appears.

[[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[B[[[[[[[[B[[
[[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[B[[[[[[[[B[[

(4)

Set the communication settings and press [Finish].

(5)

Select the data type to read and press [Read] or
[Create a new project].

A reading completion message appears after the reading
is finished.

Caution
(1) Reading from NC can be done only if the same series name and system type are used for both the project of NC
Configurator2 and the NC. (However, reading can be done between M70 and M70V/E70, M700 and M700V.)
(2) This function cannot be used online.
(3) When reading parameters from a CNC, the values set to the parameters of the connected NC are displayed in the
parameter data of the [Display/Setting] screen. When parameters that exist in the NC Configurator2 project do not
exist in the connected NC, the parameter data displayed on the [Display/Setting] screen is blank.
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4.3.2 Write To NC
Write parameters to NC.
Operation Method
(1)

Set the data to the project.

(2)

Select [Communicate]-[Write to NC(Parameter)] from
the menu.

(3)

Press [Settings] in the Communication method frame.

"Write to NC(Parameter)" window appears.

"Communication settings" window appears.

[[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[B[[[[[[[[B[[
[[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[[[[[[[[[[ [[[B[[[[[[[[B[[

(4)

Set the communication settings and press [Finish].

(5)

Select parameter to write, and press [Write].

A writing completion message appears after the writing is
finished.

Caution
(1) Writing out to the NC can be done only if the same series name and system type are used for both the project of NC
Configurator2 and the NC. (However, writing can be done between M70 and M70V/E70, M700 and M700V.)
(2) This function cannot be used online.
(3) When writing (parameters) to the CNC with blank parameter data in the NC Configurator2 project, the parameters
with a character string data type will be updated as blank. Parameters with a numerical data type will not be
updated.
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4.4 Function Parameter
4.4.1 High-speed High-accuracy (M8V/M8/M7 Series, E80, C80)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7

E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

- (Note 1)

-

-

Adjust the data related to the high-speed high-accuracy.
The high-speed high-accuracy adjustment function cannot be used online.
Jump to the target parameter screen and undo the modification by double-clicking the data modified from the high-speed
high-accuracy screen on the modification history.
(Note 1) It can be set to use M7 series and common project screen, however sending to NC is invalid.
Press [Function parameter] in the navigation window and select [High-speed high-accuracy] to display the highspeed high-accuracy screen.
2nd part system can be used when the option of high-accuracy control in 2 part systems is enabled.
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4.4.2 Machining Condition Selection I (M8V/M8/M7 Series, E80, C80)
Type

M8V/M8/
E80

C80

M70V/M700V

M70/M700

E70

C70

M60/M60S

Machining center system

○

○

-

- (Note 1)

-

-

Lathe system

○

○

○
-

-

-

-

-

The data of the machining condition selection I can be set.
(Note 1) It can be set to use M7 series and common project screen, however sending to NC is invalid.
Press the [Function parameter] button on the navigation window and select [Machining condition select I] to display the
machining condition selection I screen.
The machining condition selection I screen cannot be used online.

Item

Description

Prev

Opens the previous page.

App change

Switches the machining application being set.
Changes the application in setting in the order of Application 1, 2, 3, 1,.....

Read

Displays the READ window.
All the parameters (ALL.PRM) are read from the NC.

Write

Displays the WRITE window.
Only the parameters relating to the machining condition selection are written to the NC.

Execute init.

Copies the standard parameter values to all the machining condition parameter sets of
the machining applications 1, 2, and 3.

Next

Opens the next page.

Detailed Description
(1) The machining application 1, 2, or 3 can be named respectively. (Above is an example for the machining application
1 named as "PRO1".)
Use single-byte numbers, single-byte English capital letters, and single-byte symbols.
("\", "/", ",", "*", "?", "”", "<", ">", "|", and "(space)" cannot be used.)
(2) Tolerance control
As for M8V Series, M8 series and E80, the machining condition parameter to be displayed is switched by enabling
or disabling tolerance control (parameter "#12066 Tolerance ctrl ON").
(3) When the value of the parameter "#12066 Tolerance ctrl ON" is 1 and "#8090 SSS ON" is 0, the machining
condition selection parameters can be set but the operation alarm will occur if you write the parameters to the NC.
In that case change one of the parameters.
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4.4.3 Soft Limit (M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70 Series, C80, C70)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

-

The data of the soft limit can be set.
Press the [Function parameter] button on the navigation window and select [Soft limit] to display the Soft limit screen.
This function cannot be used online.
Jump to the target parameter screen and undo the modification by double-clicking the data modified from the soft limit
screen on the modification history.

Item
Previous axis

Description
Displays a previous axis if there is any displayable axis before this axis.

Read

All the parameters (ALL.PRM) are read from the NC.

Write

Only the parameters relating to the soft limit are written to the NC.

Next axis

Displays a subsequent axis if there is any displayable axis after this axis.
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4.4.4 Thread Cutting (M8V/M8/E80/M7/E70 Series, C80)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

-

-

The data of the Thread cutting can be set.
Press the [Function parameter] button on the navigation window and select [Thread cutting] to display the Soft limit
screen.
This function cannot be used online.
Jump to the target parameter screen and undo the modification by double-clicking the data modified from the thread
cutting screen on the modification history.

Item

Description

Read

All the parameters (ALL.PRM) are read from the NC.

Write

Only the parameters relating to the Thread cutting are written to the NC.
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4.5 Adjustment Function
4.5.1 Roundness (M60/M60S Series)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

-

-

○

Adjust the roundness.
Press [NC data] button in the navigation window and select [Roundness] in the tree to display the roundness adjustment
screen.

Operation Method
(1)

Select [Roundness] in the tree.

(2)

Check the procedure and press [OK].

Roundness adjustment procedure will be displayed.

The adjustment screen will be displayed.

(The buttons in the roundness adjustment screen are
listed systematically.)
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The [Read parameter from NC] screen appears.

(3)

Press [NC param backup].

(4)

Carry out the operation in accordance with the
operation guidance.
After reading is finished, save the parameters.

(5)

Press [Error comp.cancel].

All the machine error compensation related parameters
are cleared.
[Write parameter to NC] screen will be displayed.

(6)

Carry out the operation in accordance with the
operation guidance.
Press [Write].

A completion message appears after the writing is
finished.

(7)

Press [OK].

The completion message and [Write parameter to NC]
screen are closed.
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(8)

Press [Sampling display].

(9)

Carry out the operation in accordance with the
operation guidance.
Press [Sample end].

The [Read roundness sampling data(from NC)] screen
will be displayed.

[Read roundness sampling data(from NC)] is closed and
the roundness screen will be displayed.

Detailed Description
(1) To display the roundness screen by selecting the saved sampling data, press [DDB display] and select the saved
data.
(2) Press [Erro comp. restored] after the roundness parameter adjustment is finished to display the cleared data at
canceling the compensation value by the operation method (5). The [Write parameter to NC] screen will be
displayed at the same time.
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4.5.2 High-speed High-accuracy (M60/M60S Series)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

-

-

○

Press [NC data] button in the navigation window and select [High-speed high-accuracy] in the tree to display the
high-speed high-accuracy screen.
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4.5.3 Servo Adjustment (M60/M60S Series)
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

-

-

○

Adjust the servo in this screen.
Press [NC data] in the navigation window and select [Servo adjustment] in the tree to display the servo adjustment
screen.

Operation Method
(1)

Select [Servo adjustment] in the tree.

(2)

Check the procedure and press [OK].

Servo adjustment procedure will be displayed.

The adjustment screen will be displayed.
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The [Read parameter from NC] screen appears.

(3)

Press [NC param backup].

(4)

Carry out the operation in accordance with the
operation guidance.
After reading is finished, save the parameters.

(5)

After confirming the NC backup parameters, the
current machine state, machine specification and the
current loop parameters, press [Write setup param].

[Write parameter to NC] screen will be displayed.

(6)

Press [Write].

Parameters are written to the NC and the machine error
compensation is cleared at the same time.

(7)

Set the machine resonance control, speed loop gain,
position loop gain parameter adjustment and the
unbalanced torque, and then press [Write changed
param].

[Write parameter to NC] screen will be displayed.

(8)

Press [Write].

Write parameters to NC

(9)

After the completion of all the adjustments, press the
[Error comp. restored] button.

The machine error compensation data cleared when
writing the initial values will be undone.
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4.6 Wizard Function
4.6.1 Parameter Initialization
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

-

The parameters for the servo motor and the spindle motor that are required when starting up the NC for the first time can
be set readily with the initialization wizard.
Operation Method
(1)

Select [New] in the Startup guidance or select
[Project]-[New] from the menu.

(2)

Check "Initialization" check box and press [Next].

"General Settings" window appears.

Moves to "Basic information" window.

Refer to the "Detailed description" for details.

(3)

A project file which includes the initial parameters is
created.

After entering various data, press [Finish].
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Detailed Description
The initialization wizard consists of "Basic information", "Servo Advanced Settings", "Spindle Advanced Setting", and
"Check"
(1) Basic Information

"Servo Advanced Settings" will show up by clicking "Advanced Settings" of "Servo Settings".
"Spindle Advanced Settings" will show up by clicking "Advanced Settings" of "Spindle Settings".
A screen will change to "Check" by clicking "Next".
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(2)

Servo Advanced Settings
It consists of [Machine-specific], [Acc/Dec], [Machine Side Detector]. Switch the selection by tab.
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(3) Spindle Advanced Settings

(4) Check
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4.6.2 Initial Setting After Creating the Project
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

○

○

○

○

-

The parameter settings can be modified with the parameter setting wizard after creating the project.
Operation Method
(1)

After selecting the project to be modified, select the
menu [Tool]-[Parameter initialization wizard].

"Basic information" screen appears.

Refer to the "Detailed description" for details.

(2)

The parameter modification is reflected to the target
project.

After entering the various data, press [Finish].
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Detailed Description
Using the parameter setting wizard on an existing project, the items on the drive unit of existing axis and motor can be
changed and also an axis can be added or deleted.
However, series and system type cannot be changed and the part system cannot be added nor deleted.
In this case, create a new project again by referring to "4.6.1 Parameter Initialization".
Parameter initialization after creating a project consists of "Basic information", "Servo Advanced Settings", "Spindle
Advanced Setting", and "Check".
(1) Basic Information

For an existing axis, the settings other than the "axis command name", "axis display name", and "rotary switch" are
not displayed on the screen.
Set the item to change for the target axis. The setting method is the same as described in "4.6.1 Parameter
Initialization".
When any item of an existing axis is blank, the settings are not reflected in the parameters after the initialization
wizard is completed.
To change the spindle setting, set each item again after selecting "Spindledrive type".
(2) Servo Advanced Settings
It consists of [Machine-specific], [Acc/Dec], [Machine Side Detector]. Switch the selection by tab.
For an existing servo, the settings other than the axis display name are not displayed on the screen as with the
Basic information screen. The setting method of detailed items is the same as described in "4.6.1 Parameter
Initialization".
(3) Spindle Advanced Settings
It consists of [Machine-specific]. For an existing spindle, the settings other than the spindle No. are not displayed on
screen as with the Basic information screen. The setting method of detailed items is the same as described in "4.6.1
Parameter Initialization".
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(4)

Check
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5.1 Tape Mode
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

○

-

○

Tape mode can be performed.
For the connection patterns, refer to "4.3 Read and Write the NC Data".
For Ethernet communication, the destination NC is only the NC that belongs to the same network group as the one the
personal computer is connected to.
Check the subnet mask to use the same network group. (Setting example: "255.255.255.0")
Press [Standard RS232C communicationTape mode] in the navigation window, and select [Tape mode] in the tree to
display the tape mode screen.

Operation Method
(1)

Select [Tape mode] in the tree.

Tape mode screen will be displayed.

(2)

Press [Add] to select a program to operate.

The selected program will be displayed in the program list.

(3)

Double-click the program to operate.

Program content will be displayed.

(4)

Prepare for NC side, and click on [NC side ready].

(5)

Press [Communication settings] to set the
communication parameter.

(6)

Press [Start].

IB-1501046-L

NC starts machining.
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5.2 Standard RS232C Communication
M8V/M8/E80

C80

M7/E70

C70

M60/M60S

-

-

○

-

-

Sending and receiving text can be performed.
For the connection patterns, refer to "4.3 Read and Write the NC Data".
Press [Standard RS232C communicationTape mode] in the navigation window, and select [Standard RS232C
communication] in the tree to display the send text and receive text screen.

5.2.1 Sending Text

Operation Method
(1)

Select [Standard RS232C communication] in the tree
and choose [Send text] tab.

(2)

Prepare for NC side, and click on [Receive side ready].

(3)

Set the sending data on [Select a text file].

(4)

Press [Communication settings] to set the
communication parameter.

(5)

Press [Send].

Send text screen will be displayed.

The contents of sent text will be displayed in the text box.
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5.2.2 Receiving Text

Operation Method
(1)

Select [Standard RS232C communication] in the tree
and choose [Receive text] tab.

(2)

Press [Communication settings] to set the
communication parameter.

(3)

Press [Receive].

(4)

Press [Save as] to save the received text.

IB-1501046-L

Receive text screen will be displayed.

The contents of received text will be displayed in the text
box.
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Appendix 1.1 Registration after Installation
Operation Method
(1)

Select [Help]-[Register] from menu.

"Register" window appears.

(2)

Enter the Product ID and press [OK].

Registration succeeded message appears.
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Appendix 2.1 Restrictions
No.

Function

Model

1 Communication C70

Description

["Can not allocate Share memory" Error message]
In case of power disconnection for some reasons during communication, restarting NC
Configurator2 to communicate again displays this error message. Regardless of the error
message, the communication can be started again when the power is connected.

2 Parameter

M8V Series
M8 series
E80
[Parameter related settings]
C80
NC Configurator2 currently does not support some parameter related settings.
M7 series
E70 series
C70

3 Help

M8V Series
M8 series
E80
Some parameter helps are not supported.
C80
M7 series
E70 series
C70

4

Creating new
project

5 Network

M60

Multiple M60 projects cannot be started at the same time.

M8V Series
M8 series The destination NC is only the NC that belongs to the same network group as the one the
E80
personal computer is connected to.
The online function cannot be used between the NC and the NC Configurator2 project in a
C80
M7 series different network group.
E70 series Check the subnet mask to use the same network group. (Setting example: "255.255.255.0")
C70

Machining
program

M8V Series
Program display at import
M8 series
The file name to be imported is the program name and the content is displayed as one
E80
program on NC Configurator2.
C80
Therefore, if multiple programs are organized as one file such as ALL.PRG which is output
M7 series
from NC, NC Configurator2 does not divide the file into individual programs, and displays it
E70 series
as one program.
C70

7 Parameter

M8V Series When you input [.00…], [0.00…], [0000…], [-0…], [+0…], etc. through the parameter input
M8 series screen, a value that can be interpreted as 0 is shown as [0] on the parameter input screen.
E80
A one-byte space, however, is interpreted as a character string, thus if [ 0] is input it appears
C80
as it is.
M7 series Also, parameters that are displayed as [0000…][0.000…] on NC might be shown as [0] on
E70 series NC Configurator2.

8 Parameter

M8V Series
M8 series
A part of character is automatically set on NC for some parameters, including #8883 (Subpro
E80
stor D1: dev), however it needs to enter all the values manually on NC Configurator2.
C80
M7 series
E70 series

6

9

Common
variables

The variable name cannot be displayed on NC Configurator2 when reading the common
M7 series
variable name (#500 or more) set on NC with NC Configurator2, or saving the data to CF
E70 series
card and importing it to NC Configurator2.

10 Start

All

If the message "NC Configurator2 initialization failed. Please install NC Configurator2 again."
appears in Windows 8.1 or Windows 10, select "Running As Admin" to start NC
Configurator2.

11 Screen font

All

Some screens may not be changed when selecting middle or large font size on [Control] [Display].
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No.

Function

High-speed
12
high-accuracy

Model

Description

M8V Series Some parameters related to the addition of new function for high-speed high-accuracy are
M8 series not available.
E80
Parameters for the 3rd part system and the following are not available even if the multiC80
system simultaneous high-accuracy control is enabled.

Machining
program

All

NC Configurator2 does not support the import of a file that is greater than 5MB.

14 Parameter

All

Even if you change the parameter "#1041 I_inch (Initial inch)" on an NC Configurator2 project, the parameter values are not converted into inch or metric.
Change the parameter #1041 on the NC first, and then read the data again.

15 Parameter

If NC Configurator2 of a version older than B3 was used in the past, the following parameters
may be set incorrectly on an M8 project at the initial or manual setting.
M8V Series - Spindle parameters #13177, #13178 and #13191 to #13196
M8 series - Zero point return parameter #2036
E80
- CC-Link parameter dev No. (such as #24015)
- Machining parameter #12066
Upgrade the tool to B3 or a later version, and then set the parameters again.

16 Parameter

M8V Series If you set the parameter "#8880 Subpro stor D0: dev", etc. to select "N:USB memory" as the
M8 series subprogram storage for write to M800W, write the parameters to the NC, insert a USB
E80
memory, and then set "N:USB memory" again.

13

M8V Series
When you write parameters to the NC while some of the parameters are protected by user
M8 series
17 Communication
level-based data protection on NC, the unprotected parameters are written, but those
E80
protected are not written.
C80
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Appendix 3.1 List of Error Messages
Function

M6
Communication

M6
Communication
M6
Communication

M6
Communication
M6
Communication
M6
Communication
M6 Search
M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

M6 Initial Setup

IB-1501046-L

Message
Detail
Before you write "Non-open parameter"
"PLC parameter","Position switch
parameter" or "Machine error
compensation" read the following
cautions.
(1) It may be necessary to adjust
machine status again after exchanging
the Non-open parameters between
different machines.
(2) It may be necessary to adjust
Selected one of the following and clicked
machine status again after exchanging [Write]: [Non-open parameter], [PLC
the Machine error compensation
parameter], [Posn switch param], [Machine
parameters between different machines. error comp].
(3) It may be necessary to adjust
machine status again after exchanging
the Position switch parameters
between different machines.
(4) It is necessary to set ladder related
parameters properly after exchanging
the PLC parameters between different
machines.
Continue to write?
Haven't received any data in 30seconds.
Press [YES] to continue to wait, or [NO] "Reading..." continued over 30 seconds.
to cancel.
On M60 [Write parameter to NC] screen
No parameter data exists in the current
select [NC side ready], without editing
project. Trouble may occur at NC if you
parameter selected already selected
write empty data. Continue?
parameter and clicked [Write].
After changing parameter of M60, pressed
Could not write with no parameter
[NC side ready] without selecting any
specified.
parameter on the [Write parameter to NC]
screen, and then clicked [Write].
Communication failed. Modified the
communication parameter in project or Time out without communicating.
NC and try again.
Data that have been read is not the data
Read data and selected data are different.
type specified. Confirm and retry.
Could not search param by param No. Searched Parameter No. without setting
without setting #1138 to "1".
"#1138 Pnosel".
The G28 approach speed is not set for M6 series Initial Setup - On servo axis
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
～ system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
system and G28crp of axis.
initialize the parameters.
The G28 rapid traverse rate is not set for M6 series Initial Setup - On servo axis
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
～ system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
system and G28rap of axis.
initialize the parameters.
M6 series Initial Setup - On servo drive unit
The drive unit type is not set for ～
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
system and drive unit name of axis.
initialize the parameters.
The drive unit capacity is not set for ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On servo drive unit
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
system and drive unit capacity of axis.
initialize the parameters.
The motor series is not set for ～ system M6 series Initial Setup -On servo drive unit
～ axis ～ . Set it and then initialize the screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
system and moter series of axis.
parameters.
The motor type is not set for ～ system M6 series Initial Setup - On servo drive unit
～ axis ～ . Set it and then initialize the screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
system and moter name of axis.
parameters.
The encoder is not set for ～ system ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen,
clicked [Finish] without setting detector type
axis ～ . Set it and then initialize the
of axis.
parameters.
M6 series Initial Setup - On servo axis
The maximum cutting feedrate is not set
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
for ～ system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
system and maximum cutting feedrate of
initialize the parameters.
axis.
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Remedy

To write click [Yes], if not click [No].

To keep receiving click [Yes], to
cancel click "No".

To write click [Yes], if not click [No].

Select parameter to write after [OK]
is clicked.
check communication setting of PC
and NC side, after [OK] is clicked.
Retry after [OK] is clicked.
Set "#1138 Pnosel" to "1", after [OK]
is clicked.
Set G28crp of part system axis and
execute initial setup, after [OK] is
clicked.
Set G28rap of part system axis and
execute initial setup, after [OK] is
clicked.
Set drive unit name of part system
axis and execute initial setup, after
[OK] is clicked.
Set drive unit capacity of part system
axis and execute initial setup, after
[OK] is clicked.
Set moter series of part system axis
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
is clicked.
Set motor name of part system axis
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
is clicked.
Set detector type of part system axis
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
is clicked.
Set maximum cutting feedrate of
part system axis and execute initial
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
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Function

Message
Detail
The maximum feedrate is not set for ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On servo axis
M6 Initial Setup system ～ axis ～ . Set it and then
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
system and maximum feedrate of axis.
initialize the parameters.
M6 series Initial Setup - On servo axis
The absolute position detection method
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting the
M6 Initial Setup is not set for ～ system ～ axis ～ . Set it
system and absolute position detection
and then initialize the parameters.
method of axis.
M6 series Initial Setup - On base system
The axis name is not set for ～ PLC axis. screen, part system number and PLC axis
M6 Initial Setup
Set it and then initialize the parameters. are set, and clicked [Finish] wtihout setting
PLC axis name.

Remedy
Set maximum feedrate of part
system axis and execute initial
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
Set absolute position detection
method of part system axis and
execute initial setup, after [OK] is
clicked.
Set PLC axis name and execute
initial setup, after [OK] is clicked.

Set absolute position detection
M6 series Initial Setup - On base System
The axis amount is not set for PLC axis.
method of part system axis and
M6 Initial Setup
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting PLC
Set it and then initialize the parameters.
execute initial setup, after [OK] is
axis number.
clicked.
All the initial setup data will be
M6 series Initial Setup - Clicked [Cancel] on
M6 Initial Setup invalidated if you select [Cancel]. Are
To cancel click [Yes], if not click [No].
base system screen.
you sure you want to cancel?
M6 series Initial setup - On base System
Set G code of part system axis and
G code is not set for ～ system. Set it
M6 Initial Setup
screen, G codes of related setting are not execute initial setup, after [OK] is
and then initialize the parameters.
set.
clicked.
Set axis name of part system axis
The axis name is not set for ～ axis of ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On base system
M6 Initial Setup system. Set it and then initialize the
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
screen, set axis number to " ～ " and set
is clicked.
parameters.
system number, then clicked [Finish].
The axis amount is not set for 1st
M6 series Initial Setup - On base system
Set axis number of part system 1
M6 Initial Setup system. Set it and then initialize the
screen, do not set axis number and set
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
parameters.
system number, then clicked [Finish].
is clicked.
The axis amount is not set for 2nd
M6 series Initial Setup - On base system
Set axis number of part system 2
M6 Initial Setup system. Set it and then initialize the
screen, do not set axis number and set
and execute initial setup, after [OK]
parameters.
system number, then clicked [Finish].
is clicked.
M6 series Initial Setup - On base system
The system amount is not set. Set it and
Set part system and execute initial
M6 Initial Setup
screen, clicked [Finish] without setting
then initialize the parameters.
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
nothing.
The specified name already exists at ～ M6 series Initial Setup - Set loverlapped axis Set other axis name, after [OK] is
M6 Initial Setup
clicked.
axis of ～ system.Specify another name. name on base system screen.
The encoder gear ratio is not set for ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen, Set encoder gear ratio of part
clicked [Finish] without setting encoder gear system spindle and execute initial
M6 Initial Setup spindle. Set it and then initialize the
ratio of axis.
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
parameters.
The minimum rotation speed is not set M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen, Set minimum rotation speed of part
M6 Initial Setup for ～ spindle. Set it and then initialize clicked [Finish] without setting minimum
system spindle and execute initial
rotation speed of axis.
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
the parameters.
M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen, Set spindle encoder connection and
The spindle encoder is not set for ～
M6 Initial Setup spindle. Set it and then initialize the
clicked [Finish] without setting spindle
execute initial setup, after [OK] is
encoder connection.
clicked.
parameters.
The spindle drive unit type is not set for M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen, Set spindle drive unit name of part
M6 Initial Setup ～ spindle. Set it and then initialize the clicked [Finish] without setting spindle drive system spindle and execute initial
unit name.
setup, after [OK] is clicked.
parameters.
The spindle connection is not set for ～ M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen, Set spindle connecting type of
M6 Initial Setup spindle. Set it and then initialize the
clicked [Finish] without setting spindle
spindle and execute initial setup,
connection type.
after [OK] is clicked.
parameters.
M6 series Initial Setup - On spindle screen,
The number of spindles is not set. Set it
Set spindle number and execute
M6 Initial Setup
clicked [Finish] without setting spindle
and then initialize the parameters.
initial setup, after [OK] is clicked.
number.
Initial setup data will replace the current On M6 series initial setup, set initial setup
M6 Initial Setup
To switch click [Yes], if not click [No].
parameter settings, continue?
and clicked [Finish].
On System/Axis selection without selecting
None of Servo axis selection has been servo axis, on print screen selected
Select servo axis on System/Axis
Print
checked in the System/axis selection. parameter of servo axis, and clicked [Priview] selection, after [OK] is clicked.
or [Print].
Set System/Axis selection of servo
Non of the check boxes are selected on
Print
Please set the range of system or axis.
axis and execute initial setup, after
System/Axis Selection screen.
[OK] is clicked.
On System/Axis selection without selecting Select system on System/Axis
None of system selection has been
Print
system, on print screen selected parameter Selection screen, after [OK] is
checked in the System/axis selection.
of system, and clicked [Priview] or [Print].
clicked.
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Function

Print

Print

Print

Print

Print

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

IB-1501046-L

Message
（None of system selection has been
checked in the System/axis selection.
None of Servo axis selection has been
checked in the System/axis selection.
None of spindle selection has been
checked in the System/axis selection.
None of PLC index axis selection has
been checked in the System/axis
selection.)
Continue to print the other parameters?
None of spindle selection has been
checked in the System/axis selection.
None of PLC index axis selection has
been checked in the System/axis
selection.
PLC index parameter is not exist.
1.Please set the PLC axis to be
valid(#1001,#1002).
2.Please set the PLC index axis to be
valid(#12800).
Failed to print the data!
No system configuration data exist,
please read or import system
configuration data .
Failed to import ～ .
Data importing failed.The format of the
parameter file is incorrect.
1.Please check if the file is parameter
file.
Data importing failed.Could not find the
parameter # ～ .Please check the
parameter file.
Data importing failed.The value of
parameter # ～ is incorrect.Please
check the value of parameter # ～ in the
NC machine.

Detail

Remedy

On print screen select system, axis or
BaseCom param, without selecting system
or axis on System/Axis selection, and clicked To print only selected part click
[Priview] or [Print].
[Yes], to cancel click [No].
Message inside of () changes by selected
contents.

On System/Axis selection without selecting
spindle, on print screen selected parameter
of spindle, and clicked [Priview] or [Print].
Selected PLC axis param to print for C70,
although no PLC axis is specified on the
System/Axis selection screen.

Select spindle on System/Axis
selection screen, after [OK] is
clicked.
Select PLC axis on System/Axis
selection screen, after [OK] is
clicked.

Selected PLC Index param and executed
Set PLC axis or PLC Index param,
print for C70, although there is no PLC axis or
after [OK] is clicked.
PLC Index param setting.
Load system configuration
There is no system configuration information
infromation by NC or import, after
when [Preview] or [Print] is clicked.
[OK] is clicked.
Format of importing NC data file is different.

Check import file (" ～ " part), after
[OK] is clicked.

The file attempted to import is not a
parameter file.

Check import file, after [OK] is
clicked.

Check to see if there is a parameter
Parameter displayed by error message is not
that displays error message on
inclued in parameter file.
import file, after [OK] is clicked.
Set point of parameter that is displayed by
error massage is out of range.

Check parameter set point displayed
by error massage on import file, after
[OK] is clicked.

There is inconsistency of the related setting
Check set point of import file "#1007
Data importing failed.The setting value between "#1007 System type select" and
System type select" and "#1037
"#1037 cmdtyp" in the parameter file to
of the #1007 do not match #1037.
cmdtyp", after [OK] is clicked.
import (for M70 and M70V).
Data importing failed.The NC type which
Contents of impoort file and series selected Reexecute import and select correct
is importing parameter file is different
on importing screen differs.
series, after [OK] is clicked.
from the one you chose.
Data importing failed.The system type
Contents of impoort file and system type
Reexecute import and select correct
(#1037) which is importing parameter
selected on importing screen differs.
system type, after [OK] is clicked.
file is different from the one you chose.
Data importing failed.The NC type which The NC model selected in the file to be
Check series of import object and
is importing parameter file is different
imported is different from that of the import reexecute import after [OK] is
from the one in the project.
target project.
clicked.
Data importing failed.The system type
Check system type of import object
(#1037) which is importing parameter The system type of the file to be imported is
and reexecute import after [OK] is
file is different from the one in the
different from that of the import target project.
clicked.
project.
Clicked the [+] button for a machining
Machining program importing failed.
program on the Import machining program or Check file name, after [OK] is
1.Check if the length of the machining
Project management screen, while the file clicked.
program name is correct.
has more than 32 letters.
Attempted to import machining program that To import and replace with existing
A machining program may already exist
is same name as the machining program in machining program click [Yes], not
in the project, replace it?
the project.
to import click [NO].
There is inconsistency with the parameter file
to be imported, or there is a difference in the Check parameter file, after [OK] is
Parameter importing failed.
NC model or system type between the
clicked.
parameter file to be imported and the project.
Imported 2 or more parameter file to NC
To cancel import click [OK].
Could not open multiple files at once.
Configurator2.
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Function

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export
Import/Export

Message
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
When the file to import is an NC data file,
the extension must be *.PRM, *.TLF,
*.OFS, *.VAR, *.PRG, *.TXT or *.INF.
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
1. When the file is a project file, the
extension must be *.nc2, *.ncp or *.cpg.
2. When the file is an NC data file, the
extension must be *.PRM, *.TLF, *.OFS,
*.VAR, *.PRG, *.TXT or *.INF.
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
1. When the file is a project file, the
extension must be *.nc2, *.ncp or *.cpg.
2. When the file is an NC data file, the
extension must be *.PRM, *.OFS,
*.VAR, *.PRG or *.TXT.
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
When the file to import is an NC data file,
the extension must be *.PRM, *.BIN,
*.TLF, *.OFS, *.VAR, *.PRG, *.TXT,
*.INF or *.DAT.
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
1. When the file is a project file, the
extension must be *.nc2, *.ncp or *.cpg.
2. When the file is an NC data file, the
extension must be *.PRM, *.BIN, *.TLF,
*.OFS, *.VAR, *.PRG, *.TXT, *.INF or
*.DAT.
Data importing failed.Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
When the file to import is an NC data file,
the extension must be *.PRM, *.OFS,
*.VAR, *.PRG or *.TXT.
Data importing failed. Please make sure
that the file to import meets the
following.
When the file to import is an NC data file,
the extension must be *.PRM, *.OFS,
*.VAR, *.PRG or *.TXT.
M700/M700V parameter converts to
M800 parameter. Continue?
M70/M70V parameter converts to M80
parameter. Continue?
M700/M700V parameter converts to
M800V parameter. Continue?
M70/M70V parameter converts to M80V
parameter. Continue?
M80V parameter converts to M80
parameter. Continue?
M80 parameter converts to M80V
parameter. Continue?
M800V parameter converts to M800
parameter. Continue?
M800 parameter converts to M800V
parameter. Continue?

Detail
Attempted to import any file except for the
following: .PRM, .TLF, .OFS, .VAR, .PRG,
.TXT, .INF

Remedy

Check importing NC data file, after
[OK] is clicked.

Opened any file except for the following using
D&D: project file, .PRM, .nc2, .ncp, .cpg, NC Check importing NC data file, after
data file, .PRM, .TLF, .OFS, .VAR, .PRG,
[OK] is clicked.
.TXT, .INF

Opened any file except for the following using
Check importing NC data file, after
D&D: project file, .PRM, .nc2, .ncp, .cpg, NC
[OK] is clicked.
data file, .PRM,.OFS,.VAR,.PRG,.TXT (C70)

Attempted to import any file except for the
Check importing NC data file, after
following: .PRM,.BIN,.TLF,.OFS,.VAR,.PRG,
[OK] is clicked.
.TXT,.INF,.DAT (M8V/M8/E80)

Opened any file except for the following using
D&D: project file, .PRM, .nc2, .ncp, .cpg, NC Check importing NC data file, after
data file, .PRM,.BIN,.TLF,.OFS,.VAR,
[OK] is clicked.
.PRG,.TXT,.INF,.DAT (M8V/M8/E80)

Attempted to import any file except for the
following: PRM,.OFS,.VAR,.PRG, .TXT
(C70)

Check importing NC data file, after
[OK] is clicked.

NC data file .PRM,.TLF,.OFS,.VAR,.PRG,
.TXT,.INF,or .DAT (.DAT is only for M8V/M8/
E80 series project or when there is no
Check importing NC data file, after
project) is 0 byte.
[OK] is clicked.
Or the file format of the system configuration
(.INF) is illegal.
Imported a parameter of M700/M700V to the Click [Yes] to convert to M800, or
project of M800.
click [No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M70/M70V to the Click [Yes] to convert to M80, or click
project of M80.
[No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M700/M700V to the Click [Yes] to convert to M800V, or
project of M800V.
click [No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M70/M70V to the Click [Yes] to convert to M80V, or
project of M80V.
click [No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M80V to the project Click [Yes] to convert to M80, or click
of M80.
[No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M80 to the project of Click [Yes] to convert to M80V, or
M80V.
click [No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M800V to the
Click [Yes] to convert to M800, or
project of M800.
click [No] not to import.
Imported a parameter of M800 to the project Click [Yes] to convert to M800V, or
of M800V.
click [No] not to import.
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Function

Import/Export

Import/Export

Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import

Import

Online
Online
Online
Online
Starting

Starting

Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

IB-1501046-L

Message
Data importing failed.Please check as
follows:
1.The value of parameter #1001 or
#1002 is incorrect.
2.The value of #1001 and #1002 do not
match.
3.The sum of servo axes(NC axis and
PLC axis) is out of setting range.
Please check the parameter file.
Data importing failed.
The system of which #1001=1, #1002=0
is existed in the parameter.
Please import again after set #1002.
The common variable data already
exists in the project, replace it?
The work offset data already exists in
the project, replace it?
The tool compensation data already
exists in the project, replace it?
The tool life data already exists in the
project, replace it?
Common variable importing failed.
Check the format of the file.
Work offset importing failed.
Check the format of the file.
Tool compensation importing failed.
Check the format of the file.
Tool life importing failed.
Check the format of the file.
Tool compensation and Tool life
importing failed.
Check the format of the file.

Detail

Remedy

The number of part systems or axes set in
the import file, or set in the parameter of the
Check importing parameter file, after
import file or existing project, is exceeding
[OK] is clicked.
the specified setting range. There is
inconsistency.

Check the import parameter file,
A part system where the parameters are set
after [OK] is clicked. When #1001 is
as #1001=1 and #1002=0 is present in M8V/
"1" and #1002 "0", set #1002 to a
M8/E80 series.
value other than "0".
Imported a common variable data while it
Click [Yes] to replace the file, and
already exists.
click [No] to cancel the process.
Imported a work offset data while it already Click [Yes] to replace the file, and
exists.
click [No] to cancel the process.
Imported a tool compensation file while it
Click [Yes] to replace the file, and
already exists.
click [No] to cancel the process.
Click [Yes] to replace the file, and
Imported a tool life file while it already exists.
click [No] to cancel the process.
Imported a common variable file in a wrong Check importing NC data file, after
file format.
[OK] is clicked.
Imported a work offset file in a wrong file
Check importing NC data file, after
format.
[OK] is clicked.
Imported a tool compensation file in a wrong Check importing NC data file, after
file format.
[OK] is clicked.
Check importing NC data file, after
Imported a tool life file in a wrong file format.
[OK] is clicked.
Imported all tool data file in a wrong file
format.

Check importing NC data file, after
[OK] is clicked.

Check NC data file, after [OK] is
clicked. (A file greater than 5MB
cannot be imported)
Change paramter after automatic
NC is running. Online can not be
NC operated online during automatic
operation has stopped, after [OK] is
performed.
operation.
clicked.
To change click [Yes], not to change
Change the parameter value of # ～
Changed set point of paramter during online.
click [No].
from [ ～ ] to [ ～ ] ?
The set parameter value is out of the NC
Imput value within setting range,
Data error. Online setting failed.
setting range.
after [OK] is clicked.
Do not create multi online project for the Tried to create multiple online project to NC Check online project that has
same IP address.
that has same IP address.
already started, after [OK] is clicked.
Finished NC Configurator2 instantly after
Loading help information. Please wait.
Finish again, after [OK] is clicked.
starting it.
System error
Can not find necessary files for running The installation file was damaged or
Install NC Configurator2 again, after
NC Configurator2. Please install NC
necessary files for running were not found. [OK] is clicked.
Configurator2 again.
NC Configurator2 initialization failed.
File necessary to initial setup is not installed Install NC Configurator2 again, after
Make sure NC Configurator2 was
correctly.
[OK] is clicked.
installed correctly.
Clicked [Delete Axis] on the Basic
Failed to delete the axis. It is the only
On Common setting screen set PLC
information screen while there is one PLC
PLC axis.
axis value to 0 axis.
axis.
Failed to delete the axis. It is being used
Clicked [Delete Axis] on the [Basic
as spindle C axis.
Execute delete after canceling
information] screen while Spindle/C Axis is
Please cancel the spindle C axis setting
Spindle C axis setting.
selected for the object axis.
and then retry.
Failed to delete the axis. It is being used
Clicked [Delete Axis] on the Basic
as slave axis in synchronous control.
Execute delete after canceling
information screen while object axis is slave
Please cancel the synchronous control
setting of Synchronous control.
axis of Synchronous control.
setting and then retry.
Cannot delete any axis of the 1st
part system. To delete any axis of
Clicked [Delete Axis] on the Basic
Failed to delete the axis. It is the only
the 2nd or subsequent part system,
information screen while servo axis is 1 axis
axis in this part system.
go to the Common setting screen
only.
and change the number of axes to
zero.
The total file size exceeded.

Imported file size exceeded 5MB.
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Function
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard
Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

Message
Detail
Machine side signal resolution is invalid. On servo advanced settings, when [Finish] is
Please ensure that the signal resolution clicked value of machine side resolution is
is greater than 0.
out of range.
On Basic information screen when [Insert] is
Failed to insert axis. Number of PLC axis
clicked the PLC axis value has reached the
has reached the max.
max.
On Basic information screen when [Insert] is
Failed to insert axis. Axis number of this
clicked the system value has reached the
part system has reached the max.
max.
On Basic information screen when [Insert] is
Failed to insert spindle. Number of
clicked the spindle value has reached the
spindle has reached the max.
max.

Remedy
Change the machine side signal
resolution to be within the specified
range.
To insert axis other PLC axis needs
to be deleted.
To insert axis other same system
axis needs to be deleted.
To insert axis other spindle needs to
be deleted.

Carry out the axis number setting
On common setting screen, it will display
Please set the axis number in continual
again so that the number of axes of
when [Next] is clicked, axis value is set, axis
system No. order.
any part systems other than the top
value is set after 0 axis is set.
or last will not be zero.
Failed to delete the spindle. It is the only On Basic information screen when [Delete On Common setting screen Spindle
spindle.
Axis] is clicked, one spindle only.
value to 0 axis.
It will display when [Cancel] is clicked on
Are you sure to cancel the new project General Settings, Basic setting, or Setting To cancel initialization click [Yes], to
initialization?
check screen of the Initialization Wizard at continue click "No".
the time of creating a new project.
No. of control axis(NC axis+PLC
axis+Spindle) has exceeded the max. On common setting when [Next] is clicked To set spindle C axis click [Yes], not
The setting will be regarded as out of the the Control axis value (NC axis + PLC axis + to set click [No], and change total of
range of specification when do not set Spindle) has already reached the max.
Control axis value under the max.
spindle C axis. Continue?
Failed to insert axis. NC axis total
On Basic information screen when [Insert] is
To insert axis other axis needs to be
number of all part systems has reached clicked, the total value of all system NC axis
deleted.
the max.
value has already reached the max.
On Common setting screen when [Next] is
Change NC axis value to under the
Axis number of all part systems has
clicked, the total value of all system NC axis
max.
exceeded the max.
value has reached the max.
Machine side signal resolution is invalid.
Set value of machine side resolution is not Set a value larger than 0 for the
Please ensure that the signal resolution
right.
machine side signal resolution.
is greater than 0.
Servo axis' rotary switch setting is
Although the servo drive unit is DM or DM2- Servo axis drive unit is DM/DM2wrong. Please set rotary switch in CH1SPVx, the rotary switch setting is other than SPVx and select CH1-1、CH1-2、
1, CH1-2 or CH1-3 when Drive unit
the following: CH1-1, CH1-2 or CH1-3.
CH1-3 from Rotary switch.
choose DM/DM2-SPVx.
Spindle's rotary switch setting is wrong.
If spindle drive unit is DM/DM2Spindle drive unit is DM/DM2-SPVx and
Please set rotary switch in CH1-0 when
SPVx and select CH1-0 from Rotary
Rotary switch is selecting except CH1-0.
Drive unit choose DM/DM2-SPVx.
switch.
Tried to delete existing axis when using
Existing servo axis or spindle can not be
parameter initialization wizard to existing
Click [OK].
deleted.
project.
There are NC axes which set as slave
Set as slave axis in synchronous control
Check the setting value of parameter
axis in synchronous control.
when using parameter initialization wizard on "#1068 slavno (Slave axis number)"
Please check setting of parameter
an existing project.
on the parameter screen.
#1068.
Check the setting value of parameter
There are NC axes which set as spindle
"#1017 rot (rotational axis)”, "#1020
C axis.
Set as spindle C axis when using parameter sp_ax (Spindle interpolation)", and
Please check setting of parameter
initialization wizard on an existing project.
"#1021 mcp_no(Drive unit I/F
#1017, #1020 and #1021.
channel No. (servo))" on the
parameter screen.
Number of servo axes (NC axis+PLC
Number of servo axes has exceeded the max Click [OK], and change the number
axis) has exceeded the max.
when [Next] is clicked.
of the axis under the limited value.
Failed to insert axis. Number of servo On Basic information screen when [Insert] is
axes (NC axis+PLC axis) has reached clicked, number of servo axes has reached Click [OK].
the max.
the max.
No database file is present in the installation
NC Configurator2 initialization failed.
Click [OK] to install NC
folder for NC Configurator2 when starting NC
Please install NC Configurator2 again.
Configurator2 again.
Configurator2.
The alarm will be displayed when write
the current value of parameter #1603 to The number of NC part systems has been set Click [OK], check the axis device
to 5 or greater in the Initialization Wizard
assignment No. of each axis, and
NC which has 5 systems or more.
when creating a new project. Thus an error then set the parameter "#1603
Please make sure the axis device
occurs if write to the NC is performed without PLCdev_no (Axis device
assignment No. of each axis and set
assignment No.)" for all axes.
axis device assignment No. (except 0) setting the parameter #1603.
for all axes of parameter #1603.
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Function

New Project

Detail
When writing to the NC without setting
Number of control axes(NC axis+PLC
spindle C axis, the error occurs because the
axis+Spindle) has exceeded the max.
number of axes has exceeded the maximum
Please change the number of axes or
in the Initialization Wizard at the time of
set spindle C axis.
creating a new project.
It will display when [Cancel] is clicked on
Are you sure to cancel the initialization? Basic setting or Setting check screen of the
Initialization Wizard after creating a project.
Can only open one M60 project.
Tried to make 2 or more M60 project.

New Project
Project Open

Maximum number of NC projects
exceeded.

Project Open

Failed to read the file.
The possible causes are as follows.
[1] The file is corrupted.
[2] The file type is different.

Opened a project file that is corrupted or is a
Click [OK].
different file type.

Tool

Delete all the ～ data in this project?

Clicked [-] on project management screen.

Initialization
Wizard

Initialization
Wizard

Tape Mode

Tape Mode

Message

Remedy
Set spindle C axis or change #1039,
after [OK] is clicked.

To cancel initial setting click [Yes], to
continue click "No".

Click [OK].
Exit project working before creating
Created a new project or opened an existing
or opening new one, after [OK] is
project with eight projects already present.
clicked.

No machining program was specified.
No machining program is selected on the
Double click to open a program from the
Tape mode or Current program screen.
list.
Clicked [OK] without selecting machining
Machining program is unspecified.
program on machining program editing
Specify a program and retry.
screen.

To delete all click [Yes], if not click
[No].
Select program from machining
program list.
Select machining program, after
[OK] is clicked.
Select correct machining program,
after [OK] is clicked.
To save click [Yes],if not to save click
[No], to cancel operation click
[Cancel].
Input correct file name, after [OK] is
clicked.

Tape Mode

The specified file is not a program file.

Selected file is not a machining program file.

Close

Project data was changed. Save the
changes?

Tried to exit changed project.

Close

The specified file name, path name or
format".nc2" is invalid.

File name, format, etc. are not correct.

Parameter
Comparison

Select two projects to compare
parameters.

When displaying the [Project comparing]
Select comparing project, after [OK]
screen, selected just one project and did not
is clicked.
select another project for comparison.

Parameter
Comparison
Parameter
Comparison
Parameter
Comparison

Parameter
Comparison

Parameter
Comparison

Parameter
Comparison

Parameter
Setting
Parameter
Setting
IB-1501046-L

Both of the two projects should be M8
series/E80/M7 series/E70 projects or
C70 projects or C80 projects.
Please make sure that a kind of
parameter is chosen at least.

The models of the selected source and target Select two projects, after [OK] is
projects cannot be compared.
clicked.

Select a kind of parameter, after
[OK] is clicked.
Select the same type (part system,
The types of part systems or axes selected servo axis, spindle) for the source
Please select same type to compare.
for the system/axis selection are different. project and target project, after [OK]
is clicked.
Specified the same project for the source
project and target project, and clicked
[Compare] with either of the following
Select [Sys/Ax select] and different
settings.
system or different axis of the same
Please select different contents to
(1)[All] selected and check boxes for
type (system, servo axis, spindle)
compare.
parameter types checked.
when comparing in the same project,
(2)[Sys/Ax] selected and the same boxes
after [OK] is clicked.
checked for "Source project" and "Target
project".
(1) Any change has been made in the
number of part systems, servo axes, or
Parameter type, the number of system
spindles of the source or target project after
or axis and other project conditions have
the comparison items were selected. Or the
been changed.
Check the updated comparison
parameter type has changed due to
Refresh these contents on param
contents and compare again, after
parameter setting.
comparison.
[OK] is clicked.
(2) The number of part systems, servo axes
Please compare again after checking
or spindles of the source or target project is
selected contents.
different between before and after the
comparison.
(1) After the comparison, the parameter type
of the source project and target project was
Check the target parameter and
The parameter can not be modified
hidden due to parameter setting.
related parameter, after [OK] is
because it does not display on screen. (2) After the comparison, the target
clicked.
parameter was hidden on the parameter
screen.
Tried to set machine parameter without
Please input the password
Input password.
inputting password.

Setting error

A kind of parameter was not chosen.

Set value of parameter is not correct.
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Function
Parameter
Setting

Message
No. of control axis has exceeded the
max.

Detail
Remedy
The number of axes (NC axis + PLC axis +
Spindle - Spindle C axis) has exceeded the Input correct value to parameter.
maximum.

Parameter
Conversion

Data importing failed.The format of the
safety parameter file is incorrect.
Please make sure that the file to import
is a safety parameter file.
Conversion failed. Confirm whether the
source file is M6 parameter file.

File Operation

Failed to open the file.

File Operation

Failed to open the file.

Project Save ･
Open

～ already exists, replace?

Project Save ･
Open

A project with the name 'project name' is
already open. You cannot open two
projects with the same name, even if the
projects are in different folders.
To open the second project, either close
the project that's currently open,or
rename one of the projects.

Tried to open project that is same name as
project that is already opened.
Close same named project before
(At "Project name", actual poroject name will opening the project.
display. )

Project Save ･
Open

"project name" was changed.Save the
changes?

Tried to close the project after changing
parameter.
(At "Project name", actual poroject name will
display. )

Parameter
Setting

A project with the same name exists at
this location. Please choose another
name.
License
The product ID was incorrect.
Initialize the parameters of machining
condition parameter group.
Machining
Yes:Copy the standard parameter value
Condition
to all the parameters in machining
Selection I
condition parameter group.
No:Cancel.
～ setting error. Parameter writing
Communication
abnormal ended.
NC is running.Parameters can not be
Communication
written to NC.
NC type is different between the project
and the NC. Update NC type information
from NC?
Communication Yes: Update NC type information and
write.
No: Write directly.
Cancel: Not writing.
Project Save ･
Open

Imported file is not a safety parameter file. Or
imported safety parameter file has a wrong Click [OK].
file format.
On the Convert screen, conversion source
parameter is not M6 parameter file.

Check conversion source M6
parameter file, after [OK] is clicked.
Exit file opened by ParaGuider
Opened Project already opend by
before opening it by NC
ParaGuider by NC Configurator2.
Configurator2, after [OK] is clicked.
Click [OK], move "COMMON.VAR"
Opened C70 project file including common
stored in the [DAT] folder leveled the
variable created by NC Configurator by NC
same as the project file, to anywhere
Configurator2.
outside this folder, and then open
(Common variable can not open because of
the project again via NC
different format.)
Configurator2.
To overwriteclick [Yes], if not click
There is existing file name at file save screen.
[No].

To save click [Yes], not to save and
close directly click [No], and to
cancel closing process click
[Cancel].

Tried to save project as same name as
Specify different name, after [OK] is
project that is opened by NC Configurator2. clicked.
On Register screen, inputted invalid ID.

Input correct ID, after [OK] is clicked.

Clicked [Execute init] at [Machining
Condition Selection I.].

To execute initialization click [Yes], if
not click [No].

When writing parameter, error occurred by
range check of NC.
Tried to write while NC is in automatic
operation

Check settings of parameters from
error massage, after [OK] is clicked.
Change parameter after automatic
operation stops, after [OK] is clicked.

On NC write (parameter) screen, series
name of NC project and write to NC differs

To Write after read in series name of
NC click [Yes], to write out directly
click [No], to not to write click
[Cancel].

Communication Read the preview data into the project?

Clicked [Preview] on the [Read] screen via
NC, and then clicked [Close].

To read click [Yes], if not click [No].

Communication Parameter reading failed.

Setting contents of NC is not right.

Check parameter setting contents of
NC, after [OK] is clicked.

Parameter reading failed.
Please check whether PR was displayed PR is displayed on NC, and there is no
Communication
on the NC screen. Restart NC when PR consistancy of parameter.
was displayed.
Parameter reading failed.The value of
parameter # ～ is incorrect.
Communication
On NC there is no consistancy of parameter
Please check the value of parameter #
～ in the NC machine.
Tool life reading failed.
1.The tool life management type of the Corresponds to contents of 1 in error
Communication
project may do not match NC
message.
side.Please check the parameter #1096.
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Read after NC is restarted, afte [OK]
is clicked.
Check setting value of object
parameter of NC, after [OK] is
clicked.
Check setting value of object
parameter of NC, after [OK] is
clicked.
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Function

Communication

Communication
Communication

Communication

Communication

Message
Detail
Tool comp. amount reading failed.
1.The tool compensation type of the
project may do not match NC
Corresponds to contents of 1 and 2 in error
side.Please check the parameter #1037.
message.
2.Check if any necessary #1013 or
#1003 is unspecified at NC side. Set all
and then retry.
Canceled writing during serial
Writing data now. End now?
communication.
Clicked [Send] without selecting a file to send
No file selected. Select the file to write
on the Send text screen of Standard RS232C
and try again.
communication.
The NC to communicate is unspecified. On Read from NC to Write to NC screen,
Select a NC by communication setting clicked read or write without setting
now?
communication settings.
Communication failed. Check the
following items and then try again.
1. The NC is running normally?
2. NC is connected to computer
Communication failed in M60S.
correctly?
(when NC communication test continued
3. #6451/bit5 and #8109 is set to "0" at over 60 sec. after you clicked
the NC?
[Communication test] on the Serial
4. NC side communication parameters communication screen of Communication
are set to standard values?
settings)
5. The communication port and baud
rate of the computer have been
specified correctly?

Communication Communication test failed

Check setting value of object
parameter of NC, after [OK] is
clicked.

To cancel click [Yes], if not click [No].
Select wirte file before reexecuting,
after [OK] is clicked.
To specify click [Yes], if not click
[No].

Check communication settings, after
[OK] is clicked.

Restart communication settings
The connection test with the selected NC has
screen and select NC again and
failed on the Communication settings screen.
execute test.

Communication failed.
1.Please check if the IP address exists.
2.Please check the communication
cable.
3.Please check the power of the NC.
Failed to communicate.
Communication 4.Please check if the data of NC is
(*1) is displayed only on C70.
protected(KEY1/KEY2/KEY3).(*1)
5.Please check if the connect pattern is
corrected.(*1)
6.Please check if the communication
settings is corrected.(*1)
Communication failed.
1.Please check if the IP address exists.
2.Please check the communication
Communication cable.
Failed to communicate to online connection.
3.Please check the power of the NC.
4.Please check if the IP is M8 series,
E80, M7 series or E70.
(1) The NC models selected by NC and NC
Parameter reading failed because the Configurator2 are different. (possible to
NC type or system type of the parameter communicate between M70 and M70V/E70,
file is different from the one in the
or between M700 and M700V)
Communication project.
(2) The system types selected by NC and NC
But M70 and M70V/E70,M700 and
Configurator2 are different.
M700V with the same system type can In the case (1) or (2) as stated above, you
communicate.
clicked [Preview] or [Read] on the Read
screen.
(1) The NC models selected by NC and NC
Configurator2 are different. (possible to
Parameter writing failed because the NC
communicate between M70 and M70V/E70,
type or system type of the parameter file
or between M700 and M700V)
is different from the one in the project.
(2) The system types selected by NC and NC
Communication
M70
and
M70V/E70,M700
and
But
Configurator2 are different.
M700V with the same system type can
In the case (1) or (2) as stated above, you
communicate.
clicked [Preview] or [Read] on the Read
screen.
Communicating. Are you sure you want Selected cancel during serial
Communication
to exit?
communication.
Clicked [Communication test] and then [x] on
Communication Communicating. End now?
the Serial communication screen.
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Check connection state after [OK] is
clicked.

Check connection state after [OK] is
clicked.

(1) Click [OK] and check the NC
models and system types of NC and
NC Configurator2.

(1) Click [OK] and check the NC
models and system types of NC and
NC Configurator2.

To end click [OK], if not click [No].
To end click [OK], if not click [No].
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Function

Message
Detail
The same type data already exists in the
project, replace it?
If the data file for reading or importing is (1) Attempt to import parameter.
Communication a program file,
(2) Attempt to import file to machining
it will be added to the project but the
program.
programs in the project
won't be cleared.
Although no parameter change has been
The parameter has not changed. Not
made since the last parameter write (or
Communication
necessary to write again.
read), selected a parameter to write on the
[Write to NC] screen.
Communication

Please select the parameter while
reading the NC data.

Communication Please set the IP address.

Communication

Communication

Communication

Communication

Communication

Communication

Parameter reading failed.Please check
as follows:
1.The value of parameter #1001 or
#1002 is incorrect.
2.The value of #1001 and #1002 do not
match.
3.The sum of servo axes(NC axis and
PLC axis) is out of setting range.
Parameter reading failed.
The system of which #1001=1, #1002=0
is existed in the parameter.
Please read again after set #1002 on the
NC.
Can not communicate with the following
data in NC of which data protection key
is valid.
Please communicate again after change
data protection key to invalid by
consulting the machine maker manual.
Parameter
KEY2 (*1)
Tool compensation KEY1 (*1)
Tool life
KEY1 (*1)
Common variable
KEY2 (*1)
Work offset
KEY1 (*1)
Program
KEY3 (*1)
Can not read programs of
No.8000~9999 from NC of which data is
in edit lock B.
Can not read programs of
No.9000~9999 from NC of which data is
in edit lock C.
Can not communicate with NC of which
parameter lock is valid.
Please communicate again after unlock
by consulting the machine maker
manual.

Did not select parameter when clicking
[Create a new project].
IP adrees is not set when online.

Remedy

To keep inporting click [Yes], to
cancel click "No".

Click [OK].
Press create a new project again
after selecting parameter, after [OK]
is cliked.
Set communication setting again,
after [OK] is clicked.

Any of the NC parameter settings is
exceeding the specified range of the number Check NC parameter setting value,
of part systems or axes. There is
after [OK] is clicked.
inconsistency.

The system of which #1001=1, #1002=0
exists in M8 series.

If the setting is #1001=1 and
#1002=0 on NC, set the value other
than 0 to #1002 after [OK] is clicked.

Data protection key is valid on NC.
Check the data protection key state
The display of (*1 ) differs depending on the
on NC, after [OK] is clicked.
status of data protection key and
communication target data.

Edit lock B is enabled (#8105=1) on NC.

Check the edit lock B state on NC,
after [OK] is clicked.

Edit lock C is enabled (#1121=1) on NC.

Check the edit lock C state on NC,
after [OK] is clicked.

Parameter lock is valid on NC.

Check the parameter lock state on
NC, after [OK] is clicked.

The NC data communication is limited by
Can not communicate with NC of which
setting user level-based data protection
operation level is low.
operation level on NC.
Safety parameter writing failed. Use one
of the following methods to cancel the
safety password.
1. Input the machine tool builder
Safety parameter writing failed due to a
Communication password when the parameter “#51013
safety password issue.
SF_PSWD” has not been set on the NC.
2. Input the safety password when the
parameter “#51013 SF_PSWD” has
been set on the NC.
Safety parameter reading failed.
Smart safety observation is not enabled on
Communication Please make sure that smart safety
the NC.
observation is enabled on the NC.
Communication
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Check the protection level on the
protection setting screen of NC, after
[OK] is clicked.

Check the password setting state for
the safety parameter on NC, after
[OK] is clicked.

Make sure that smart safety
observation is enabled on the NC,
after [OK] is clicked.
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Function

Communication

Communication
(C70)
Communication/
Import
Communication/
Import
Communication/
Import
Communication/
Import

Modification
History

Modification
History
Modification
History

Modification
History
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Message

Detail

Remedy
Make sure that the parameter value
Parameter writing ended abnormally,
Smart safety observation is not enabled on to be written is inside the setting
because the parameter number setting
the NC, or the parameter value is outside the range, or smart safety observation is
is incorrect or smart safety observation
setting range.
enabled on the NC, after [OK] is
is not enabled.
clicked.
Parameter reading failed.The format of
Check the file to be read, after [OK]
The file to be read is not a parameter file.
the parameter file is incorrect.
is clicked.
Common variable's system number is Common variable's system number is
Click [OK].
different with project's.
different with project's.
Work offset file's system number is
Work offset file's system number is different
Click [OK].
different with project's.
with project's.
System number of tool life is different System number of tool life is different from
Click [OK].
from project's.
project's.
System number of work offset is
System number of work offset is different
Click [OK].
different from project's.
from project's.
Cannot resume the value of parameter #
～ from antecedent.The reason may be
as follows:
Due to a change of the link parameter setting,
1.This parameter is not exist.
the parameter state has changed, and
Check state of object parameter
2.The axis No. of parameter or system
cannot be restored by double-clicking the
after [OK] is clicked.
No. which is resumed is not exist.
parameter modification history.
3.This parameter can not be edited.
(Correlative parameter wasn't set or the
password wasn't inputted.)
Recover the value of parameter # ～
An attempt was made to restore the target
To restore click [Yes], if not click
(System/Axis No.: ～ / ～ ) from [ ～ ] to data state on the parameter modification
[No].
history screen.
[ ～ ], continue?
Parameter modification history list will
be cleared because system/axis number Changed the value of #1001 and #1002.
Click [OK].
changed.
The value of parameter #parameter
number can not be resumed. The
reason may be as follows:
1.The parameter does not exist.
2.The axis or system number of
The value of parameter number in
Click [OK].
parameter which is resumed does not modification history can not be resumed.
exist.
3.This parameter can not be edited.
(Correlative parameter wasn't set or the
password wasn't inputted.)
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Appendix 4.1 Setting Firewall Exceptions
Follow the procedure below to register the exceptions for the Firewall function. (This setting can be performed by a user
having the administrative right.)
Operation method
(1) Open the [Control Panel].
(2) Click [System and Security].

(3) Click [Allow an app through Windows Firewall].
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(4)

Click the [Change settings] button to enable the [Allow another app] button.
Click the [Allow another app] button.

(5)

Click the [Browse] button.
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(6) Select the execution file to be registered as the exception for the Firewall function, and then click the [Open] button.

Select "C:\Program Files (x86)\MELSOFT\NC Configurator2 \NC Configurator2.exe".
(When the installation destination folder is the default setting)
(7) Click the [Add] button.
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(8)

Check [Private] and [Public], and then click the [OK] button.
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Revised error messages in "Appendix 3.1 List of Error Messages".
- Mistakes were corrected.

Global Service Network
AMERICA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC AUTOMATION INC. (AMERICA FA CENTER)
Central Region Service Center (Chicago)
500 CORPORATE WOODS PARKWAY, VERNON HILLS, ILLINOIS 60061, U.S.A.
TEL: +1-847-478-2500 / FAX: +1-847-478-2650
Minneapolis, MN Service Satellite
Detroit, MI Service Satellite
Grand Rapids, MI Service Satellite
Milwaukee, WI Service Satellite
Cleveland, OH Service Satellite
Indianapolis, IN Service Satellite
St. Louis, MO Service Satellite
South/East Region Service Center (Georgia)
1845 SATELLITE BOULEVARD STE. 450, DULUTH, GEORGIA 30097, U.S.A.
TEL +1-678-258-4529 / FAX +1-678-258-4519
Charleston, SC Service Satellite
Charlotte, NC Service Satellite
Raleigh, NC Service Satellite
Dallas, TX Service Satellite
Houston, TX Service Satellite
Hartford, CT Service Satellite
Knoxville, TN Service Satellite
Nashville, TN Service Satellite
Baltimore, MD Service Satellite
Pittsburg, PA Service Satellite
Tampa, FL Service Satellite
Syracuse, NY Service Satellite
Orlando, FL Service Satellite
Lafayette, LA Service Satellite
Philadelphia, PA Service Satellite
Western Region Service Center (California)
5900-B KATELLA AVE. - 5900-A KATELLA AVE. CYPRESS, CALIFORNIA 90630, U.S.A.
TEL: +1-714-699-2625 / FAX: +1-847-478-2650
San Jose, CA Service Satellite
Seattle, WA Service Satellite
Denver, CO Service Satellite
Canada Region Service Center (Toronto)
4299 14TH AVENUE MARKHAM, ONTARIO L3R OJ2, CANADA
TEL: +1-905-475-7728 / FAX: +1-905-475-7935
Edmonton, AB Service Satellite
Montreal, QC Service Satellite
Mexico Region Service Center (Queretaro)
Parque Tecnológico Innovación Querétaro, Lateral Carretera Estatal 431, Km 2+200, Lote 91 Modulos 1 y 2
Hacienda la Machorra, CP 76246, El Marqués, Querétaro, México
TEL: +52-442-153 6050
Monterrey, NL Service Satellite
Mexico City, DF Service Satellite

BRAZIL
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC DO BRASIL COMÉRCIO E SERVIÇOS LTDA.
Votorantim Office
AV. GISELE CONSTANTINO,1578, PARQUE BELA VISTA, VOTORANTIM-SP, BRAZIL CEP:18.110-650
TEL: +55-15-3023-9000
Blumenau, Santa Catarina Office

EUROPE
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
European Service Headquarters (Dusseldorf, GERMANY)
Mitsubishi-Electric-Platz 1 40882 RATINGEN, GERMANY
TEL: +49-2102-486-5000 / FAX: +49-2102-486-5910
South Germany Service Center (Stuttgart)
SCHELMENWASENSTRASSE 16-20, 70567 STUTTGART, GERMANY
TEL: + 49-711-770598-123 / FAX: +49-711-770598-141
France Service Center (Paris)
2 RUE DE L’UNION, 92565 RUEIL-MALMAISON CEDEX, FRANCE
TEL: +33-1-41-02-83-13 / FAX: +33-1-49-01-07-25
France Service Satellite (Lyon)
120, ALLEE JACQUES MONOD 69800 SAINT PRIEST FRANCE
TEL: +33-1-41-02-83-13 / FAX: +33-1-49-01-07-25
Italy Service Center (Milan)
CENTRO DIR. COLLEONI, PALAZZO SIRIO, VIALE COLLEONI 7, 20864 AGRATE BRIANZA (MB) ITALY
TEL: +39-039-6053-342 / FAX: +39-039-6053-206
Italy Service Satellite (Padova)
VIA G. SAVELLI, 24 - 35129 PADOVA, ITALY
TEL: +39-039-6053-342 / FAX: +39-039-6053-206
U.K. Service Center
TRAVELLERS LANE, HATFIELD, HERTFORDSHIRE, AL10 8XB, U.K.
TEL: +44-1707-288-780 / FAX: +44-1707-278 695
Spain Service Center
CTRA. RUBI, 76-80 8174 SAINT CUGAT DEL VALLES, BARCELONA, SPAIN
TEL: +34-935-65-2236 / FAX: +34-935-89-1579
Poland Service Center
UL.KRAKOWSKA 50, 32-083 BALICE, POLAND
TEL: +48-12-347-6500 / FAX: +48-12-630-4701
Hungary Service Center
BUDAÖRS OFFICE PARK, SZABADSÁG ÚT 117., 2040 BUDAÖRS, HUNGARY
TEL: +48-12-347-6500 / FAX: +48-12-630-4701
Turkey Service Center
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC TURKEY ELEKTRİK ÜRÜNLERİ A.Ş
SERIFALI MAHALLESI KALE SOKAK. NO.41 34775
UMRANIYE, ISTANBUL, TURKEY
TEL: +90-216-969-2500 / FAX: +90-216-661-44-47
Czech Republic Service Center
AutoCont Control Systems s.r.o (Service Partner)
KAFKOVA 1853/3, 702 00 OSTRAVA 2, CZECH REPUBLIC
TEL: +420-59-5691-185 / FAX: +420-59-5691-199
Russia Service Center
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC RUSSIA LLC
LETNIKOVSKAYA STREET 2, BLD.1, 5TH 115114 MOSCOW, RUSSIA
TEL: +7-495-721-2070 / FAX: +7-495-721-2071
Sweden Service Center
HAMMARBACKEN 14, P.O.BOX 750 SE-19127, SOLLENTUNA, SWEDEN
TEL: +46-8-6251200 / FAX: +46-8-6251014
Bulgaria Service Center
AKHNATON Ltd. (Service Partner)
4 ANDREJ LJAPCHEV BLVD. POB 21, BG-1756 SOFIA, BULGARIA
TEL: +359-2-8176009 / FAX: +359-2-9744061
Ukraine Service Center (Kiev)
CSC Automation Ltd. (Service Partner)
4 B, YEVHENA SVERSTYUKA STR., 02002 KIEV, UKRAINE
TEL: +380-44-494-3344 / FAX: +380-44-494-3366
Belarus Service Center
TECHNIKON Ltd. (Service Partner)
NEZAVISIMOSTI PR.177, 220125 MINSK, BELARUS
TEL: +375-17-393-1177 / FAX: +375-17-393-0081
South Africa Service Center
Adroit Technologies (Service Partner)
20 WATERFORD OFFICE PARK, WATERFORD DRIVE, CNR OF WITKOPPEN ROAD,
FOURWAYS JOHANNESBURG SOUTH AFRICA
TEL: +27-11-658-8100 / FAX: +27-11- 658-8101

ASEAN
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC ASIA PTE. LTD. (ASEAN FA CENTER)
Singapore Service Center
307 ALEXANDRA ROAD #05-01/02 MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC BUILDING SINGAPORE 159943
TEL: +65-6473-2308 / FAX: +65-6476-7439

PHILIPPINES
MELCO FACTORY AUTOMATION PHILIPPINES INC.
Head Office
128 LOPEZ RIZAL STREET, BRGY., HIGHWAY HILLS, MANDALUYONG CITY , MM PHILIPPINES 1550
TEL: +63-2-8256-8042 / FAX: +632-8637-2294
Philippines Service Center
KM.23 WEST SERVICE ROAD SSH, CUPANG ,MUNTINLUPA CITY, PHILIPPINES
TEL: +63-2-8807-0420 / FAX: +63-2-8842-5202

CHINA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC AUTOMATION (CHINA) LTD. (CHINA FA CENTER)
CNC Call Center
TEL: +86-400-921-5130
Shanghai Service Center
1-3,5-10,18-23/F, NO.1386 HONG QIAO ROAD, CHANG NING QU,
SHANGHAI 200336, CHINA
TEL: +86-21-2322-3030 / FAX: +86-21-2322-3000*8422
Qingdao Service Center
Suzhou Service Center
Wuhan Service Center
Ningbo Service Center
Hefei Service Center
Beijing Service Center
Tianjin Service Center
Xian Service Center
Dalian Service Center
Chengdu Service Center

VIETNAM
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC VIETNAM CO., LTD.
Vietnam Ho Chi Minh Service Center
11TH & 12TH FLOOR, VIETTEL TOWER B, 285 CACH MANG THANG 8 STREET, WARD 12, DISTRICT 10,
HO CHI MINH CITY, VIETNAM
TEL: +84-28-3910 5945 / FAX: +84-28-3910 5947
Vietnam Hanoi Service Center
24TH FLOOR, HANDICO TOWER, PHAM HUNG ROAD, ME TRI HA, ME TRI WARD,
NAM TU LIEM DISTRICT, HA NOI CITY, VIETNAM
TEL: +84-24-3937-8075 / FAX: +84-24-3937-8076

INDONESIA
PT. MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC INDONESIA
Indonesia Service Center (Cikarang)
JL. KENARI RAYA BLOK G2-07A, DELTA SILICON 5, LIPPO CIKARANG - BEKASI 17550, INDONESIA
TEL: +62-21-2961-7797 / FAX: +62-21-2961-7794

MALAYSIA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES MALAYSIA SDN. BHD.
Malaysia Service Center (Kuala Lumpur Service Center)
LOT 11, JALAN 219, P.O BOX 1036, 46860 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA
TEL: +60-3-7626-5032 / FAX: +60-3-7960-2629
Johor Bahru Service Satellite
Pulau Pinang Service Satellite

THAILAND
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC FACTORY AUTOMATION (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
Thailand Service Center (Bangkok)
101, TRUE DIGITAL PARK OFFICE, 5TH FLOOR, SUKHUMVIT ROAD, BANGCHAK, PHRAKHANONG,
BANGKOK, 10260 THAILAND
TEL: +66-2-092-8600 / FAX: +66-2-043-1231-33

INDIA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC INDIA PVT., LTD.
CNC Technical Center (Bangalore)
PLOT NO. 56, 4TH MAIN ROAD, PEENYA PHASE 3,
PEENYA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BANGALORE 560058, KARNATAKA, INDIA
TEL : +91-80-4655-2121 / FAX : +91-80-4655-2147
Chennai Service Satellite
Coimbatore Service Satellite
Hyderabad Service Satellite
North India Service Center (Gurgaon)
PLOT 517, GROUND FLOOR, UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-III, GURUGRAM 122008, HARYANA, INDIA
TEL : +91-124-463-0300 / FAX : +91-124-463-0399
Ludhiana Service Satellite
Panthnagar Service Satellite
Delhi Service Satellite
Jamshedpur Service Satellite
Manesar Service Satellite
West India Service Center (Pune)
ICC-Devi GAURAV TECHNOLOGY PARK, UNIT NO.402, FOURTH FLOOR, NORTH WING,
SURVEY NUMBER 191-192 (P), NEXT to INDIAN CARD CLOTHING COMPANY Ltd,
OPP. VALLABH NAGAR, PIMPRI, PUNE- 411 018, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TEL : +91-20-6819 2274 / FAX : +91-20-4624 2100
Kolhapur Service Satellite
Aurangabad Service Satellite
Mumbai Service Satellite
West India Service Center (Ahmedabad)
204-209, 2ND FLOOR, 31FIVE, CORPORATE ROAD PRAHLADNAGAR,
AHMEDABAD -380015, GUJARAT, INDIA
TEL : + 91-79-6777 7888
Rajkot Service Satellite

Shenzhen Service Center
LEVEL8, GALAXY WORLD TOWER B, 1 YABAO ROAD, LONGGANG DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN 518129, CHINA
TEL: +86-755-2399-8272 / FAX: +86-755-8229-3686
Dongguan Service Center
Xiamen Service Center

KOREA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC AUTOMATION KOREA CO., LTD. (KOREA FA CENTER)
Korea Service Center
8F GANGSEO HANGANG XI-TOWER A, 401 YANGCHEON-RO, GANGSEO-GU,
SEOUL 07528 KOREA
TEL: +82-2-3660-9631 / FAX: +82-2-3664-8668
Korea Daegu Service Satellite

TAIWAN
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC TAIWAN CO., LTD. (TAIWAN FA CENTER)
Taiwan Taichung Service Center
NO. 8-1, GONGYEQU 16th RD., XITUN DIST., TAICHUNG CITY 40768 , TAIWAN
TEL: +886-4-2359-0688 / FAX: +886-4-2359-0689
Taiwan Taipei Service Center
11F, NO.88, SEC.6, ZHONGSHAN N. RD., SHILIN DIST., TAIPEI CITY 11155, TAIWAN
TEL: +886-2-2833-5430 / FAX: +886-2-2833-5433
Taiwan Tainan Service Center
11F.-1, NO.30, ZHONGZHENG S. RD., YONGKANG DIST., TAINAN CITY 71067, TAIWAN
TEL: +886-6-252-5030 / FAX: +886-6-252-5031

OCEANIA
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
Oceania Service Center
348 VICTORIA ROAD, RYDALMERE, N.S.W. 2116 AUSTRALIA
TEL: +61-2-9684-7269/ FAX: +61-2-9684-7245

Notice
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manual. However, please understand that in some unavoidable cases simultaneous revision is not possible.
Please contact your Mitsubishi Electric dealer with any questions or comments regarding the use of this
product.
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